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I didn’t believe in the alternate-energy
future until I saw how dull it was gonna

be and how stupid the slogans  were gonna
be and how much I wasn’t gonna like it.

Then I knew it would come.

- Steve Baer
Solar  Inventor
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VOLUTION  mokesman~‘storts,“ismy  favorite
cky fuller  phrase. I like to think that the ventures

shown in this book represent beginnings that ore in
he process of developing into new ways of integrat-
ing us and our environment. / fool a dreadful urgency
in all this, and / think that many of the adventurers
repor:ing  here would agree. /t’s Earth miners “erxus
Earth nurturers. If the nurturing attitude is to pro-
vail, we hod better got busy. But doing what? We
started years ego with ou tr.ego.

After the wove ofprotestanddoom  books, aconsequent
wove  of what / a// “suppress” books appeared. Some
of thephenomena  to be suppressed turned cut to be
science and technology in general. Technological

Editor  Baldwin with o fovorire  tool - musical sow
(Messehl  & Westphol,  $20, capable  of two fur/  ocmves.,

excess  begat antitechnological  excess  Fortunately,
there ore POOPIO  who con think in tornx of process
rather  t%n mere labels They see a future in which
technology IS steered with on eye towards helping to
make Experiment Earth a success They see that we
are going to have to learn how to live here in large
numbers without  trashing the place. .‘;ome have
o/reedy  made dramatic progress in utilizing technology
to ougnlent  rather then oppose  no turd systems. Many
hopefully evolutionary starts ore actually being made.

There ore POOPIO  who champion a return to the ways
Of our forefathers, but this has not turned qut  to be
much of on answer. Our grandparents were in many
u’eys  worse  than ourselves. They sow forests es end-
less and topsoil beyond measure. The wonderful
Cape  Cod House assumed on unlimited supply of

/S may be a book for soft tech professionals.

It is certainly a book 8 Y soft technology professionals.
Steve &or of Zomeworks.  John Todd  of Now
Alchemy Institute. Day  Charoudi  of Suntek.  Witold
Rybczynski  of Minimum Cost Housing Group,
Montreal. Underground architect Malcolm Wells.

And, not/east,  the gent on my loft, J. Baldwin, our
soft technology evaluator since the Whole Earth
Catalog began in 1968.  Mow44, James Tennont
Baldwin graduated from the University of Michigan
in 1955 and did graduate work at the University of
California, Berkeley. In 1952 ho had the 8th Volks-
wagon in America. Ho first worked with Buckminstor
Fuller about that time. 135557 ho was in the Ski
Infantry in Alaska. 1958-62  with Bill Moss Associates
working on such advanced camping equipment es the
Pop Ton t 1962-68  ho was  teaching design at San
Francisco Staie College (where  I mot him), San Fran-
cisco Art Institute and Oakland College of Arts and
Crafts, simultaneously. 1968.69  of Fuller’s invitation
ho was  Visiting Lecturer in Design et Southern Illinois
University. 196972 he was at Pacific High School
teaching the kids and working with Lloyd Kahn on
Domabook  I and Domebook  Il. 1972-74 ho worked
with Bob Reines  et Integrated Living Systems in Now
Mexico contriving o tot.& independent solar and
wind energy system In 1976 J. and hislady  Kathleen
Whit&-e  helped tie Now Alchemists finish the
renowned Ark on Prince Edward Island, Canada (see
p. 1601.  Nowadays .I. is with us, the Farallones
Institute, the New Western Energy Show, the Colifor-
nia Office of Appropriate Technology, and the Mew
Alchemists  again.

With his skills J. has never looked for a job. Work
looks for him.

Thanks to the Energy Crisis of 1973 and other
developments, work in those areas is looking for a
lot ofpeople,  particularly ones who can integrate
their skills  in to an applied form of whole systems
thinking. Wherever that  happens it makes news.
Considering that most of the pieces in this book ore
reprinted CoEvolution  Duarterly  articles, it is sur-
prising how many arem new The report on the
astonishing properties of the “heat muscle” alloy
Nitinol on p. 35 is still on exclusive scoop. The
history ofAmerica’s  firstsolar  technologyboom, 1891.
1923 (p. 521, has appeared nowhere else. And a pre-
viously onguessed  structure of the solar year is revealed
in “Sunlight Convergence/Solar Burn” (p. 661.

As for the book’s tit/o, “Soft Tech” is a term we’ve
used end defended since the late sixties. It first
emerged in Groat Britain but then dropped out of



BRAND continued

fashion to be replaced by Alternative Technology
(A TI and Appropriate Technology (A TI. Recently
the publication of Amory Lovin’s  landmark book
Soft Energy Paths has helped revive the better
language. “Soft” signifies that something is alive,
resilient, adaptive, maybe even lovable. The other
terms are administrative.

Governor Jerry Brown’s aide Jacques Eerzaghi  recently
quoted a Gregory Bateson  remark  - “There are just
two kinds of people in the world. The cuckoos. And
the administrators” Jacques said. “Gregory, I hope /
will always be a cuckoo. ‘* Same here. And to help
that here’s a book of cuckoo technology. s

BALDWIN continued

firewood nearby. Car oredecessors  wrecked the lend
and moved west to wreck some more. The westward
movement has slowed a bit but the wrecking hasn’t.
Even the Native Americans did their share of damage.
There are lessons in thepast,  but we shouldn’t end
can’t go back. As a species, we’re not doing so we//
in the presen  t either.

So what do we do? How do we decide what to try
next? Gne of the hopeful signs in this time of uproar
is that we are beginning to talk about technology in
a wider context The Space Colony arguments are an
example. Not too long ego there would have been no
public discussion of such an enormous r;oposal Also
hopeful is that the discussions take in many aspects
of the proposal rather than being  confined to hard-
were feasibility, I take this to be setting a precedent
ofpublic  systemic &inking,  something that we abso-
h&?/y must have if we are to survive.

On the o thnr hand the discussion is endlessly complex
as all the nuances of special interest groups are given
time at the microphone. All that talk can be pare-
lyring,  y.st it is a time for action. Much of the basic
knowledge we need for action hasn’t been developed
yet. For instance, you’d think that after countless
centuries there would be hard data for something so
simple es the heat transfer rates of adobe, but it is
only recently tiat such work has been done. There’s
a lot more to do. I call it “doing your homework.”
One of the more distressing aspects of the anti-tech
movement is that it has tended to discourage doing
homework. Ignorance IS bliss, but there is no future
in it Equally distressing is the number ofprojects
undertaken by people of good heart nho are willing
to try new things but who also have not done their
homework. The thousands of leaky domes are a sac
example. Righteousness doesn’t guaran  tee goof$fE2
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Do;ng h ~j!nev/crk  r 7” take me:,
forms.  /got into aft tech  by :, .rl,
ing dregsters!  i/n a previous incar
naion,  you may besure./  /couldn’t
afford a 500 horsepower monster
so I built a super /;gh t one with a
tiny motor. Quite without intent,
I had begun to think smal!;  more-
with-less. Thatseme  year  (19551,  I
met Buckminster  Fuller. It was a
shocking exper;ence  to a callow 18
yea, old. He used the woor::  “ephem-
eraliration.”  Something ir; me was
ready to hear that, and I began to
t”N: my mechanicel  skills  to pro.
jects with more redeeming social
virtue then a fast and noisy quarter
mile. Yet the dmgsters  had taught
me how to use too/s  and zing
dreams in to reality. Somewhere
along the line /had begun to think
more-with-less intuiti!&. I can’t
remembernor  thinking  that way.
It has prove” to be en epprop,;ete
mode of thought More recently,
!‘ve  begun to integrate a feeling for
nat0rel  systems into my intuition.
Just in time. / still hold high
regard for those who replace iron
with brains.

I don’t know how the other writers
in Soft Tech got into it; they are a
pretty di ‘erse  crew.  But I can  tell
YOU that they share some common
traits.  DCe ;s insetialle  curiosity
about virtually  everything. Another
is a willingness to risk a// their
money end time (and  occasions//y
that of their friends) to see

-. _ ~-

Some litopii- I Charirsteristics  of
Soft T%hdogy (Robin Clarke)

sometnmg  neppen  that they think has to happen.
They a// do their homework. They seem to work
herder than most. None appear to be genius types,
Their work excited me a lot. When we meet, there is
much arm-waving end high-“o/rage  exchange of infor-
mation just in from the field. Most exciting of all,
there always seems to be a force urging e/l of us
to wards  synthesis and in tegradon. Late/y,  there has
been a strong emerging idea that  technology be used
to facilitate and augment natural systems rather than
oppose  them. An exemple  would be passive solar
house design instead of glittering arrays of whirring
hardware, however efficient When I talk  with John
Todd at the New Alchemy Institute. ideas tiiz
around like machine gun bullets My blood boils
and it’s hard to sleep. I hope that reading these
accounts  in Soft Tech will give you the same feeling
of excitement and potential
the fray.

I hope you will join
It really 4 a new are, men.

This book has been arranged with only a vague
linearity. It starts  with the hard specifics of tools
end materials end proceeds through various floppily

defincdprovinces  (I don’t like compartmental  to the
stunning demonstratiw  of systemic thought in the
ARKS. Along the way is a selection of books a.:d
tools that I trust  you will find useful. You may
already have noticed there seems to be a lot missing
that you’d expect to see in a Soft Tee:,  book. Th.,!  ‘s
because I’ve purposely avoided needless competitii.,  I
with those on our side who are already doing a greer
job. Thus I’ve left most energy matters to the new
edition of the excellent Energy Primer and iis superb
bibliography, end just about everything else Soft Tech
doesn’t mention to the remarkably complete Rainhook.

What we are showing in Soft Tech is a 1978 still-shot
of a continuing process that has been visible for maybe
ten yeen Many of the experimenters began workat
about the same time the \Vhole  Earth Catalog first
appeared es e place for them to get together to trade
information. The work not only continues, but is
gethwing  momentum es the people involved begin to
weave their knowledge into new combinations. What
you see reported here must be pretty close to the
state of the art .

6
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BY J. BALDWIN

Our~ortable  shop has been evolvir;g  for about 75
years now. There’s nothing really very special about
if except that a continuing process of removing
obsolete or inadeqwte  tools and r&&g them
with better ones has resulted in a collection that
makes trying out ideas uncommonly easy. It’s a
generalist’s shop; we’re not equipped to produce
file cabinetry.  We can work a^ny common  material.
/t is orderly enough to permit others to find things,
but it stops short of consrricting  anal neatness. It
enables things to g9t done with less hassle, and so
more gets done with /as hassle. We “se it as a
three-dimensional sketchpad.

We mostly shop Silvo  and U. S. General. Their
prices nearly always beat local  stores even when
you  add postage. Sometimes the savings are
dramatic. You should compare these catalogs with
each other and with Sears to get an idea of what
you are saving. There’s nothing more annoying
than sending away for something that turns out to
be cheaper a block from your home. The mail
order places have a larger selection than /oca/
outlets.  More esoteric tools can be found in the
always-femp ring  offerings of Brookstone,  Garrett-
Wade, and other specialty houses. (Only  lack of
fund: keeps me from going bananas ordering things)
Check your Whole Earth Catalog, Epilog,  andpast
2Q’s  for other sources. Most mail order places
accept returns  gracefully.

For faster service or for items awkward to ship, hit
the nearest big city wholesale hardware and industrial
su~/~ly  houses. They  usually will cnly se!1 wholesale
so you’ll  have to work out something. /t can be very
frustrating to have to pay 40% more for something
than it is worth. Behind the wholesale curtain, we
call it. A cotmacro,-‘s  license helps Here are same
addresses. / wish you luck in acquiring the money
to use them. -JB

As thing-makers, tool freaks and prototypers.
Kathleen and I find ourselves cxredians of about a
ton oi versatile hand tools. These have been used by
us and friends over the years to help many projects
and repairs get done. People keep asking us what
tools to get, where to get them. and ?ow to keep
thein from getting ripped off. Well. here goes.

Stand  in Sears Tool Dept. and if’11 soon be obvious
that you don’t need oneafeach even if you have
the money. Ask a craftsman what to buy, and you?!
get as many answers as people you ask, for each has
rheir own favorites and specialized needs. They’ll all
agree on one thing though: NJY THE BEST YOU
CAN. And the mwe a tool will be used, the better
the quality should be. Tools used every day, especi-
ally electric tools, should be of commercial or pro-
duction line grade. You usually  can’t find these at
hardware stores. Industrial supply houses are where
to go. Take a f; iend  who can buy wholesale. These
tools will be expensive. so we’d better iustifv  the
cost.

For many, the best reason to go iirst class is that
good tools are a real pleasure to use and handle. This
helps make work less labor. The heavy duty stuff
looks brutal. It wasn’t made to look good in the box,
it was made to do the job and has been perfected
over many years. The tough ones have their own kind
of beauty that ycru’ll  see better as your viewpoint gets
aligned with realify. Such tools, of course last longer
and are repairable when they finally do wear. They
can take a lot more abuse, especially the inevitable
overload. They can handle the bigger jobs and poor
working conditions that would soon Trash  cheap wr-
sions.  And after a few years in your hand, they often
get to be old friends.

For tools that get used now and then. middle quality
will do. By that I mean Sears better grades and no
lower. Really cheapo rools are of no use at all, can

Brookstone Tools Garrett Wade Co. Woodcraft
Cataiug

Silvo
Catalog

U.S. General Supply

$.50
catalog Catalog Catalog

wstpaid Free w.oo mt c~as6.
~iom:
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What do you do zboof !ha little voice that whispers.
“Buy enc.  you might need il someday!” Well, it’s
@s&l!  you’ll be necdinq  rhem alj romeday.  but
Sears is only the tip of !he iceberg. Have YOU ever
seen  a r& hardw;,re r:~mlc~i?  2OOr:  ,,ayui’  On the
other hand, if often does ipay to yci  a set of tools
that greatly increase\  your cwability, such as a weld-
tnq rig. Another way to yo ii for a yroup lo buy a
Set of tools for working on one particular item. such
as old Chevy 6 enyiixs.  and thzn  everyone in the
group that needs a whicle gets one that uses that
engine and hence those tools.  and rhe consequent
parts pile. iThai’s being doue aromd  here. There
must be d-31 56 Chevy pickups and flatbeds
wlthin  30 miles.1 Some groups  get known for
specialties: “the Buiterf!y tilounrain peopie fix
tractors.” Those comrnuriilies  and fam:iies pool
their resources ard !?uy a set oi expensive heavy duty
toois maybe for Iracrcr  repair. You have to be pretty





regrettably can’t remember1 said, “Hammers spend a
lot of time sleeping. .” We like to see the tools  at
work. We show people how to use the too15 and
encourage the:n  to in turn show still others how.
Having good tools in the hand. together with that
tasty feeling that comes from teaching somebody else.
gives the tool borrowers a respect for the whole bit.

We also have all the tools marked with a colored
stripe. This not only reduces argume,l?s  on job sites
where lots of people’s tools are at work. but it makes
it easy for ~eopie  of good heart to return strays. We
put out the word: “Bring a blue stripe tool to break-
fast” and we round ‘em up. We also ask that tools
be brought back at sundown unless  needed that night.
There’s a place to bring them back to. This is essential.
A casual pig-pen shop iust  can’t keep its tools because
there “isn’t any there, there.” As an eqxriment, we



abandmnei! our coiiapsei! old biire,:u toolbox anc
bought a (freight amagedi %d:s I;hr berr for rhe
money1  roll~ny rnechan,i-i ronl  chest like yw see in
big auto shops, iY? ieyreyaied :he looIs by function
and labeled ihe drawers,  The reiul~ I< rhar ::>~ii are
easily looked over and selected arid jus: as ezri!y  pu:
to bed. To our .gredt  surpr!ie.  we found ~hrii t%s
chest cai~sed a drastic increase in tile number of 1001s
being used and a similar mcrease in action.  llie ei’en
found that we ,.~:ere using our :own tools mo,el The
neat storage made I, easy :a see bvho ‘aas missing, bar
people broughf  rhrm back much more reiiabiy rhan
before anyway. The chest i.an be lacked to corfioi
unannounced borrowtny w’!ich  1s always a ,disasrer.
The overall effect  has beef:  thai under very poor risk
condlttons.  boitl rac!oiogical  and physIcal.  We’ve only
lost about S50.00  worth of tools in 7 years! .And
this withoui havino to yer 101 heavy or “high schooi

shoppish” about things. lr; case you wondered, we
clid rry Ihe ioolboard-on-the-ruz!i. I? d idn’ t  work,  and
na!,ody :~e know that’s tried it has made it work
eit!ler,  thouyl- it is nice 10 see a!1 those tools hangin’.
It Ihal: not been necessary to sentence anyone to being
tool crib librarian  either. We’ll admit  that it ‘?kes
some time to develop tooi-Consc:otisness I” a c,‘w.
b(ii it car? be done, a,id peaceaMy. ‘The tools spend a
Iot less time sleeping ton.

Mzk~ng a de&berate  eiforr to raise your o’w’n tool con-
sciousnesscan  result  in some inreresting  new possibilities
in your hfe, As with mosi  mysterious-appearing
phenomena, a bi? of iearlling soon clears things up
and vou wonder what had been previously  keeping
YOU from doing your own repairs  and thiny~making.
Somerimes a!l i: takes is a differen: noint gf view.
I’ve remarked that tools are extensions of your hands.



No mystery there; a hammer is just a hard fist; a
screwdriver, a tough fingernail. But hands usually
operate according to instructions from head, so it
can also be said that tools are an extension of your
mind. Looked at this way, the big (expensive)
mechanic’s cabinet with all the tools of similar
function stored together with high visibility becomes
even easier to justify. I find it is effective to store
the tools by function rather than by name because
this is the most useful way to think of the best tool
when you are selecting. Hitters, grabbers, slashers,
abraders - regardless of what they are called, are
there in their places. You take your pick. Often,
just looking at them will give you a better idea not
only of what tool to use. but how to do the job or
how to design the object. That’s a big advantage of
the neat toolbox. If the tools are “somewhere out
on the back porch or maybe in the back seat of the
VW” then your mind is deflected from creative
thinking into a hunting mode, and the aggravation
can easily cause you to lose your ability to get
things done.

Easily accessible, functionally sorted tools also give
YOU a ready familiarity with the tools you have.
This has two effects. First is that as you get to know
your tools, you gain the easy fluid motions that go
with using them. You’re not afraid of them any more.
though respect is increased. This makes you able to
work faster with less fatigue just as good form in
sports often makes a big difference. It makes you
safe: too. Safety is also enhanced by having the tools
where you can easily inspect them for condition,
sharpness and rust.  We have found that Safety is
largely a matter of attitude. The closer tools are to
being a working extension of your mind, the safer
you’ll be. Self-preservation.

The second effect is that you get to “know” all the
tools you own without having to consciously think
about it. This makes it simple to round up strays.
of course. and it’s easier to see where there are
annoying gaps in your capabilities (“we don’t have
a lightweight mallet”). More importantly, you begin
to think in terms of the tools you have. The even-
tual result is that you and your entire toolbox and
shop become a big, complex tool with many possi-
bilities. You begin to sense what You can do to-
gether. BuYing  tools with overall flexibility of
purpose in mind, keeps you from falling into the trap
of building a one-function capability with accom-
panying tendency to conservatively fossilize your
creativity. This tendency is strengthened as the value
of the tools rises, which is the main reason society
doesn’t get fast response to its changing needs from
large corporations who have sunk enormous capital
into shops that make that only. Like fat cars. Once
in that position, it’s d%&lt to evolve at all, let alone
without damage or drastic change of form.

So you begin to build Your tool capability into the
way YOU think about making things. As anyone
who makes lots of stuff will tell you, the tools soon
become sort of an automatic part of the design pro-
ms. Beginners worry too much about skill and
safety. rather like new drivers worry most about

jerking the clutch <when learning to drive a stick shift.
It doesn’t take long before more serious aspects take
over. and the manipulation problems fade out. But
tools can’t become part of your design process if you
don’t know what is available and what the various
tools do. In addition to buying tools that I find use-
ful, I spend some time reading catalogs so as to be-
come familiar with tools that I can’t afford or don’t
need at the time. Tool catalogs such as Silvo
(CATALOG p. 140) are rather like my cabinet in
appearance so I find it painless to sort of automatic-
ally file the information away in the back room
somewhere. Tool dictionaries, especially of older
tools, are helpful too.

Some oi YOU are saving about now, “Who wants to
get into it that far anyway?” Friends, there are
advantages. Obviously. making or repairing things
yourself can save YOU money and time. Well, maybe
it isn’t so obvious. Example: next time your car
breaks down, find out how many hours it will
likely take to fix it. You don’t have the time, right?
OK, how many hours will you have to work at some
job so you can pay that mechanic? For many of
you. the hours you have to work to pay the mechanic
will be more than the job would take if you did it
yourself. Moreover, YOU don’t have to pay your-
self, and the job can be done to your standards and
at your convenience. If YOU don’t have the skills or
the tools, that’s what we’re talking about! Doing it
yourself can free YOU from certain dependencies

that you may find smothering. What if the $2X0!
hour plumber can’t come until next Friday? Repair-
ing pipes is relatively easy. Once yw learn how, you
not only avoid b&g at someone’s mercy, you have
a skill that can help friends or make money for you.
How-to books are tools, in case you haven’t guessed.

Another advantage of having some tools that you
know how to use, is that as you get an easy. facile



familiarity using  them, you begin to yet a better feei
of the ergonomics of other techno-hardware  that you
use or make. (Ergonomics isthe man-machine inter-
face; how the steering wheel feels in the hand anti
how it tells you what’s happeniny  to the whee:s;  the
wrist-breaking poor feel of eggbeaters; the built-
Into-you  feel of a good rifle). Poor ergonomics is one
of the main reasons behind the recent public dis-
enchantment with technology. Things are made with
the cowenience of the machine in mind instead of
rhe human user. ihe resdt is hardware that is hard
to hold, too cold or too hot,difficult to repair, easy
to lose or lose control of. easily broken. etc., etc.,
etc. The machine is in control of you  instead of the
other way around. You can do better, ves? Most
highly evolved good quality tools are ergonomically
good. (Rifles are tools. You peaceable types can
put down your neck hairs, it was only an example.)
So without having to take a course in the subject,
YOU can gain ar.8 informed  feel of what is satisfying.
As with most problems brcught to us by technology,
ergonomic probiems  are otten  best solved not with
more technology but with clear thought and a better-
informed intuition,

An informed tool intuition works best if it’s aug-
mented by an informed materials and processes
intuition. For instance, if you  don’t know anything
about foundry work (casting). it’s unlikely that you
will come  up with ideas that require it. Often. this
ignoxnce  (ignore-axe! is easily remedied. A bit of
inquiry may weil show that what you had considered
a black art is actually not one at all. Bronze and
aluminum castings, for instance, are made every day
in hiyh school art departments bv unskilled students
using scrap metals from auto wrecking yards. Anv-
way. things take a form dictated by the possibilities
inherent in the material to be used and the tools that
can shape it, and the ideas in the head of the worker.
It follows that the more you  read. and snoop around
and experiment and practice, the easier it will all
come and the more independent you can be.
Freedom rising.

The ultimate is to make your own tools. Tools
fitted intimately to you bv you. What could be
niftier? Blacksmiths are really into that. A good
example is found in the books by Alexander Wevgers
(EPILOG p. 548). But tools need not be limited to



the shop How about n eking  your own personal
canoe paddle? Or your own left-handed kitchen
xwipment?  You can modify existing tools too. For
Instance.  when we needed to make 7.inch diameter
3istnns for a small production run of giant raft-
nfiatiny  hand pumps, we reversed the bit in 3 hole
:utter so it made discs instead. The pistons were then
rasiiv and accurate!y  cut from heavy plywood with
d great savrny  in time and material compared to
turning  them on a lathe that we would have had to
borrow. Making the big pump’s leather “piston
ring” seals proved to be easy after we spent some
time talking tocraftsmen in a sandal shop. With
their advice, we soaked heavy leather discs in Mink
Oil and then pressed them into the desired shape
with a matched male and female die rammed by our
vise. The dies were made on a bandsaw modified

with a simple homemade attachment that enabled
us to rut beveiled  round holes with good accuracy
That attachment was also used to make the next
batch of pistons, as it proved faster than the disc-
maker on the drill press. Tools making tools
making tools.

I can hear some of you saying “small production
run! Yuk. .” Unless you are an artist. and maybe
even  then. you will sogner  or later need a bunch of
things all alike. Even with only the most basic tools,
you can mass-produce things. The precision and
complexity of the produced parts is somewhat
dependent upon the ada,,tabilitv  and quality of
your tool bank. another reason tq intelligently gather
good stuff. Large scale mass-production tends to



ABRADER DEPARTMENT. Spring kee,,s  filer

ASSORTED “NSORTABLE DEPARTMENT.
You  didn’t really  think that there was a way

enslave both the workers and the customers. The
workers are used 3s if they were machines. The huge
capital outlay for the factory means that there must
be a huge and relatively steady demand. This (XI
turn means heavy manipulation of public “desires”
and almost always involves politics and coercion.

Smali  sc4e production, though, can mean a great
reduction in drudgery as well as interesting possi-
bilittes in barter. By means of jigs and other
simple fixtures  that you can figure out yourself,
you can be freed from having to measure each
part. Hold the piece of wood against the jig and
hit it with the drill and all the holes will be in
exactly the same place in each r~art.

We’ve mass-produced thousands of dome struts
and parts for conventional ccnstruction.  We’ve
also produced simple looms and the aforemen-
tioned pumps (which we bartered for a fleet of
rafts and got into the whitewater river running
business!. solar collector parts, signs (during an anti-
freeway fight), toys. boxes. electronic parts, ccncrete
forms, fence rails, adobe blocks, tents, shelving.
lighting systems, and model parts. to name but a
few. The ability to get on a small production run
frees you from dependence on larger less efficient
manufacturers. their prices, specifications and
schedi;les.  It caii be rather  f??n,  too, if it doesn’t
go on for too long. “Shop Yoga,” we sometimes
call it.

And it can be done without sophisiticated
expensive  equipment if you take the time to think
il all out first. The thinking is the most powerful
part. You can actually change some things out
there! Maybe not in a big way. but certainly at
a scale that you can understand. You will find
that as you work, your  understanding of tech-
nology will increase a bit, and your fears based
on ignorance will decrease. (Your fears based on
newfound understanding might well increase, but
that’s another paper.) !n a modest way, you can
combat the “machines taking over” by having
better control of the technology you live with.
It’s a good feeling. And it’s free. .

--J*
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Do-It-Vourself Plumbing

Do-It-Yourself
Plumbing
Max Awl
1975; 301PP.
$12.95 WItpaid
from:
Harper  and  ROW
Keystone  lnd”rtri.4  Pi,k
Scranton, PA 18512
or Whole  Earth



CarTett  Wade
Company, Inc.
Catalog
$1.00

f,O”K
Garrett Wade co., Inc.
302 Fifth  Ave.
New York, NY 10001

New Equipment Digest

New Equipment Digest
$18.00 iyear (12 issues)

U.S. and Canada
$36.00 foreign
S”bscriptian  free to qualified
fhm listed in D”” & Bradstreet



Theatrical Equipment

Theatrical Equipment
and Supplies
Catalog
$1.50 postpaid

48
ISoggmed  b y  Dick D;,,,,,an,

from:
Mutual  Hardware  Corp.
545 49th  Avenue
L o n g  Island  c i t y ,  N Y  1,,0,



‘h Rocedure Handbook
of Arc Welding
1973: 7oopp.
$5.00 POEfP.3id

for Woodworking
r-t..‘.  cmcrisroforo

!.---

Handtool Handbook i

The Oxy-Acetylene f r o m :
Handbook union Carbide  corporetion
1943.1972. 1976: 3oopp. Lin.de Reference Lihry

$7.75 postpaid
47-36  36th sweet
Long lslancl  city, NY ,110,
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Also from Italy is fhis Goldoni Made, 224. It has 27 hp md
Cost6  about  55.000.00. ,Srnallert engine is 21 hp, largesf is
42.) Air-ccoled diesel engine 12 cylinderr,  4 cycle,. 3.wheel
drive. on,” 31” 44” wide t&pending on tires), and BR~CU-
lafed in the middle  -see photo - ‘0: tight fuming.
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Dictionary of Tools
R.A. Salaman
!eE; 545PP.
$48.10 pmtpaid
imn:
Woodcraft  supply Corp.
313 Montval?  Ave.
Woburn, MA 0,801



The Cumberland
General store
Wish and Want Book
1974; 235pp.
$3.00 pOStpaid
from:
C”mberland  General  store

$ 3 . 2 0



Ways of the Sierra Madre Guide to Hand-Operated and
Animal-Drawn Equipment

Intermediate Technology
Dwelopment Group
1973:81pP

$8.50 PoEtpaid  airmail
$4.50 postpaid  surface

Agrim;  IMalawil Ltd.
P.“. eox 143

Malawi
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IAn Alternative  Energy from:
Equipment Directoryl Alternative so”rees Of Energy

$2.00 portpaid
Rt. 2, Box 9OA
Mima. MN 66363
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Marks’ Standard Handbook For Mechanical
Engineers

-JB
Marks’ Standard Handbook from:
Fur Mechanical Engineers McGraw-Hill Book co.
7th Edition c/o Trade  Order  service
Theodore 8a”meirter.  Ed. Dept.
1967; 2456 pp. Princeton  Road

$31.--
HightB,OW”.  N.J. 08520

Australian Traditional Bush Crafts

Australian Tditiod
Bush  Crafts
Ron Edwards
1975; 143 pp.
$6.95 postpaid
t*0,“:
8Ch”Ck” Books. 1°C.
200 Madiron Avenue
New York, NY 10016
or Whole Earth

MCCW44lill
Dictionary of
Scientific and
Technical Terns
Daniel  N. Law&r,

Ed.
1974: 166OPP.
$39.50 Postpaid
“0‘“:
McGraw-Hill Book

co.
c/o Trade order

Service Dept.
Princeton Road
“i!$lmJ NJ

0, Whole Earth

A Manual on Sharpening
Hand Woodwrking  Tools
J. K. Coggin,  L. 0. Armstrong.
G. W. Giles

48 PP.
$1.00 pmfpaid
from:
The Intersfate  PrinterS
and Publisherr,  Inc.

Oanville,  IL 61832
or Whole Earth
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More from Zomeworks

Solar Gravity
Drivers

Skylight Water
Heater

Sunspots

A houre  i* a rhade  sandwich  - the  roof  on o n e  ride.  the earm
on tile other.



BY FRED GARDNER

FIRST HEARD ABOilT the metal from Bob Trupin,
an a-physicist making his living es a carpenter in San
Francisco. :ie was wildly enthusiastic, and hearing
his story about a wire that contracted with greet force
when heated, I suspected he might have fallen for

,, some Uri Ge!ler  bullshit. That would have been very
unlike Trupin, but The collapse of your society does

,: funny things to people.

In the kitchen he proceeded to demonwale:  dipped
into a glass of cool water a Nitinol wire bends easily
in your fingers. Transferred to a gless of hot water it
springs back to the straight position with remarkable
force. It is an em phenomenon, and there is
simply no conveying its impact.

Nor is there a definitive explanation of the solid-state
phase transformation that Nitinol undergoes when
heated. Despite its seemingly unique properties, it
has been studied in depth by only a few scientists acd
not used much in industry.

Nitinol is an alloy of two abundant metals, nickel
(53% to 57%) and titanium. It was developed in
1958 et the Naval Ordnance Laboratory - hence Ni.
ii and N.O.L. It is a strong. heat-resistant, lackluster
gray metal. The Navy was more interested in its
corrosion-resistant properties than in its “shape mem-
ory” (the ability of certain metals to resume their
original shape after being deformed). A guitar string
has a memory: bend it into a U-shaped loop and it
will snap back when you release it. What’s special
about Nitinol is that it bends in response to a very
small reduction in heat and then- to spring
beck until it is reheated. It also contracts when
heated and stretches when cooled. A hypothetical
explanation is that in the heated state its molecules
are locked into a lattice arrangement, whereas in the

cool state they rearrange themselves along more paral-
lel planes that make for easy slippage.

The Navy toyed wi?h the idea of using Nitinol to
bl;ild  satellite antennas (they pay off in military ap-
plications) but eventually lost interest in it. The Air
Force uses Nitinol fasteners to couple structural
members on bombers. The Edmund Scientific Com-
pany used to sell a smali  novelty item called the
“nitinol  experimenter’s kit” but dropped it almost 5
years ego. Suffice it to say that for many years af:er
its discovery, nobody took Nitinol very seriously.

Until Ridgway Banks got his hands on some in 1973.

Banks isa 41.year-old inventor and musician em-
ployed es a technician et the Lawrence Laboratory in
Berkeley. For some  time he had been trying. on his
own. to develop a solar-powered steam engine. He
had reluctantly concluded that solar energy was too
diffuse to convert water into steam economically.
But he knew that inexpensive solar collectors could
provide ample hot water. The only question was:
how do you get mechanical work out of hot water?

It was at this point that a co-worker, Pete Schwemin.
gave Banks his own untested nitinoi  experimenter’s
kit. Not having a torch on hand to heat the wire
cherry red. Banks decided to dip a piece into a coffee
pot. “Here is a discovery I have not made,” he later
wrote. ‘How to describe in words what it feels like
to have an inanimate piece of metal suddenly come
alive in your hand. The force and speed of the nitinol
shape-memory response can be measured, of course.
but it has to be felt to be believed.” Banks felt he
had come upon the material that would make a roof.
top heat engine feasible. Or one that could run on
the industrial wastes being poured into rivers and



streams in the form of “heat poilLI:ion.” Or even
temperature differentials within the ocean. By vary-
ino the percentages 0: nick*! and :i:iiu,m yoLI cai,
&y the “~hreshhold  :emprrature” at which natinoi
producer mechanical work from -150” to +~150”  C.

But Banks’elation wasn’t  shared by the men who
control the money. He recalls that along his fund-
raising route,  “No one I me? had ever heard of nitinol,
bdt few were slow to point out its potential liri,ita-
tions.  They all mentioned the prob!em  of efficiency
and future economist  competitiveness.” He couldn’t
answer the efficiency question because the most basic
studies of nitinol’s  physical characteristics hadn’t
been undertaken. And he couldn’t talk about its
economic competitiverzss before even a prototype
engine existed. He was in a bind.

Eventually Ranks’supervisor,  Hxry Heckman. dig
verted  some money from his own heavy-ion research
project to enable Banks and machinist “Hap”
Hagopian to build a prototype engine. It consisted
of a horizontal wheel. about 12 inches in diameter,
attached to the bottom of a vertical  shaft. From each
of the 20spokes dangled a @j-inch.  Unshaped loop of
nitinol. !See  illustration.) The Banksengine produces
work when the wheel is lowered into a round pan

divider2  into semicircles of hot and cold water. As the
nitinol loops hit the hot water they straighten out,
creating a piston~like  motion along the spokes, The
wheel stars turning and gets up to a rate of abour
70 R P M .

?anks and Hagopian tesied their device at the
i.awrence  Lab on August 8, 1973, It ran without an
adjustment or a hitch. An enthusiastic observer.
Nobel laureate  Dr. Edwin McMillan.  scribbled the
first output calculations on a Kleenex box as the
engine lifted a iighr  hammer off ttie floor. (Today,
after some 17 million rotations. the engine is as effi-
clent  ar ever,  generating about half a wax)

Having built a successful prototype. Banks sought a
S190.000 grant from the Nationa! Science Founda-
tion to do fundamental srudies  on c.itinol and to build
several small engines testing its properties. Eventually
the NSF pledged S113.000  - but there yi,ere  two
catches. They wanted to see a 1 to 3 kilowatt engine
produced -a “bwk-through” that could prove
n~t~nol  competitive with existing turbines. !A kilo-
watt is enough power to run a home air conditioner
0‘ ten lOOwatt bulbs.) The second catch was that
Banks couldn’t direct his own project. He was a mere
technician. and Lzb rules stipulate that only depart-
rnen~  heads, senior scientists  and university faculty
members can take financial responsibility for a
research program. The formal -and as it turned out,
actual - leadership of the engine-building project
went to H. Paul Hernander.  head of the mechanical
engineering department.

Hernandez  and his assistant. Jack Gum. designed an
elaborate “test-bed” engine that they hoped would
give the NSF its kilowatt of work. (See  illustration.1
The gist of it is that two non-parallel “n:obble plates”



are connected by 70.centimeter-long  nitinol wires
strung in tension. The wobble plates are connected
by a synchronizing shaft so that they turn together.
Any two corresponding points on the plates will get
closer through half their cycle of rotation, and further
apart through the other half. During the top 1804
the wires are sprayed with hot water. causing them
to shorten and pul! the plates around. The wires then
descend into a cold bath and relax.

Unfortunately the test bed engine has not produced
good initial results. Stringing the wires in tensior?
resulted in their going slack after relatively few rora-
tions. Banks, who has hopes that adjustments can
salvage the thing, comments “perhaps not enough
allowance was made for wha: the wireswanf to do.”

More promising results have been achieved by another
inventor working at the Lab, Dave Johnson. who re-
ceived a Small fraction of the NSF money to develop
a continuous-band engine. In the Johnson engine
(illuctrated)  there are two drive QUtkVS of unequal
size on a single shaft (top).  rotating with the same
angular velocity. A continuous coil of nitinol makes
a figure-8 path from the larger of the drive pulleys to
an idler pulley in co!d  water, and back to the larger
drive pulley. The section of nitinol wire connecting
the larger drive pulley to the smaller one (via the hot
bath) is trying to contract. As it does so it pulls with
equal force on the two of them; but since they are
different irl size. a difference in torque is created.
(The wire stretched around the top half of the larger
drive pulley shrinks enough in the hot bath to fit over
the smalier one.) The continuous movement of the
wires over the system of pulleys leads to a work out-
put as high as 2.2 watts along the shaft.

Johnson is wrrently weaving a belt of nitinol wires -
a simple way of making hisengine more powerful.
His !atest  model consists of horizontally arrayed pul-
!eys:  it incorporates tubes between tb? hot and cold
sides that facilitate heat exchange between the to-be-





heated and to-be-cooled sections of wire es they head
in opposite directions.

One problem Johnson has yet to overcome: the
electron-beam welds that connect a length of nitinol
wire into a continuous loop tend to break. This
might be .r:adily  so!vable  if Johnson could obtain
nitinol thst had been annealed in an O-shaped ingot.
But the only company that makes the alloy, the
Titanium Metals Corporation of America, far from
going to greater lengths to meet the inventors’
specifications, wants to phase oat of the business
altogether. Nitinol is a minor sidelight of their oper-
ation, and a spokesman for the company says that
aside from the recent spate of inferest  from Bay Area
inventors, there is virtually no demand for it.

Which is a profound mystery to Banks, Johnson and
others who see nitinol es the leading contender in the
solar energy sweepstakes. My friend Bob Trupin
wonders whose interests are served by suppressing
nitinol research? The Arabs? The power companies?
“Isn’t it amazing,” he says. “There’s no money in this
country. despite all the talk about the energy crisis,
for a project that could end our dependency on oil.
They don’t intend to scrap any of their existing
technology. And there’s no way for the big utilit?
companies to cash in on nitinol. It lends itself to a
small rooftop unit where the sun can heat up a pan of

,’ water. You  look at this wire and you see an engine
that’s&. I guess  small is what they really hate.
Only big is good. ‘Big of you’ has replaced ‘white of
you.’ ”

Trupin has decided to give science another whirl.
He’s got a design for a pump that takes advantage of

,: nitinol’s  ability to contract when heated (with a force
he calculates at 67,000 pounds per square inch). He

‘, intends to go nowhere near the Lawrence Lab (where
,’ he once worked); nor will he approach the NSF with
‘,, his idea. “They’re all stalemated,” he contends.

,’ “Banks and Johnson can’t help but be effected by
the fact that whatever they come up with -when

they’re allowed to aork at all they owe to the AEC.
which is the real power behind the Lawrence Lab, not
the University of California. I’m no big advocate of
‘the private sector,’ let alone hippy-bullshir~tinkering.
but all the establishment doors seem to be closed.
Whether it’s an oil conspiracy or just office politics,
who knows? The science bureaucrats nowadays all
pay lip service to ‘finding altemafives to fossil fuel’
but deep down they think solar energy is form.
Nitinol especially.”

And that’s where things stand. Ridgway danks’ great
enthusiasm for nitinol is equaled only by the diffi-
culties he has encountered in getting sponsorship for
his research ideas. Dave Johnson’s conviction that he
has an efficient prototype is tempered by a certain
wariness es to the commercial feaslbnltty  of develop-
ing it. The HernandezlGunn  test-bed has yet to
produce satisfactory results. Most of the creative
thinking about nitinol these days seems to be coming
from drop-out scientists and inventors who have been
passing samples of the metal around smoke-filled
kitchens and dood!ing  out designs for worldsaving
devices. q



Heat Mirror

Imqjnc .m ins4ating  material  which is also transparent
tc light It sounds IIke a contradiction in terms.
Such a material would prevent the fiow of heat and
yet woulcl hardly  be visible. WC have developed ruch
a materinl  and will be manufacturing it in d totall;
automated ix-tory in a year or so for less than a
dollar per square foot. Eventunlly  it may  cost less
than conventional opaque insulations. It is a coating,
about one thousand atoms thick, that can bc put onto
any p’zs:!c  film. Because the coating is so thin, the
coated filnt looks just like the uncoated film but the
materiair  i! is made from and their structure are care-
iully  arrdnged  so the coating reflects heat. That is to
say, it reflects thermal or infrared radiation, which is
just lik? light except it has a longer wavelength and
is thus invisible to the eye.

Because infrared radiation is invisible, most people
(including mrny --,,.gineers  and architects who shouid
know  better) don’t realize what a large role radiation
plays in the movement of heat in everyday life. The
recent introduction of infrared cameras is beginning
to stimulate awareness of thermal radiation. If you
could see it, any energy consuming device such as an
oven or an automobile would 210~ brightly and any
cold place, such as an open i&ox or t& night sky;
would appear black.

Tne coating that we have developed reflects thermal
radiation, a property normally possessed only by
polished metal surfaces, and this reflectivity makes
the coating ;n effective thermal insulation. Even
though the coating is a hundred times thinner than
a piece of paper (which is why it is 50 cheap) it can
insulate as well as an inch of plastic foam or glass
wool insulation when it is ured  with a dead air space.
This is steppinp.  liEhtl’/ indeed in the consumotion  of
dollars, e&$gy~a~d  h;man  effort. We call &is coating
“Heat Mirror.”

BY D A Y  CHAHROUDI

Mol”cular s o f t  technoiogy:  H e a t  hl~rror,

Cloud Gel. and Tl-iermocrete

Cloud Gel

2s long ‘15 WC ax imagining things, let’s imagine
mothe!~  plastic film, one thnt  is perfectly transparent
md indistinguishable f:om dn otdinnry  plastic film
mtil it is heated above a certdin  critical temperature,
It which point it turns white ~‘~ an opaque white that
,eflects  light without absorbing it. Imagine also that
:his temperature induced change is thoroughly revers.
ble; that as soon as the film is cooled belo% its
:riticaI  temperature, it becomes transparent again.
Ne haw developed such a material - called “Cloud
;el” - and are convinced it would also be inexpensive
o m,,nufacture.  It switches from transparent to white
md back again instantaneously over a temperature
:hange of only three degrees.. This transition tempers-
xre can be tuned to any value between OOand  1OO’C
,y adjusting the proportions of its constituents

J

PASSIVE HEATlNG  AND COOLING WALL



The Cloud Gei is made from plastic molecules which
are iike long  chain,. These chains are diisoived in a
solvent where they thrash about in a tangled mass
much like spaghetti in a pot of boiling water. Since
the diameter of these chains is much smaller
than 3 waveleng!h  of light, the light cannot “see”
them anymore than a iarge fish swimming  in n straight
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line through a sea of rpaghetti could distingui91 indi-
vidual strands. Physicirti would call this an example
of the uncet~tainty  principle. Thus the plastic solution
appears perfectly homogeneous and trdnspwznt to
the eye in spite of it5 fine wucture. The plastic
chains are dissolved in the solvent  by virtue  of their
attraction for smaller and roughly iphericnl  solvent
molecules which coat them to form a “cage” much
like the insulation around a wire. As the solution is
heated, the chains thrash about with more and more
violence (thank God we can’t hear them) until
finally a temperature is reached at which the cage
is broken and the solvent molccuies are cast off. At
this  point, the plastic molecules become insoluble
in the solvent.

Now an interesting thing happens Without the solvent
cage {he chains and solvent  repel each other and they
try to reduce the surface ared where they are in con.
tact. The chains accomplish this by curling from their
extended position up into balls like spaghetti wound
on a fork. Of course  the diameter of these balls is
much greater than the diameter of the chains. In fact
the balls are now large enough to deflect our fish (light
particles) from their straight line paths when they
bump into them. This change from extended inter-
woven chains to separate balls is observed on the
macroscopic level as a change from transparent to
opaque white. The light is scattered randomly from
its straight line path and the information contained



in the image the light tranrmi:s is lost. When the
solution is cooled, the whole  process is reversed ~-,
the bails unfold, reacquire their solvent coating, and
the Cloud Gel becomes trrnsparent again. Gf course
the plastic and solvent molecules are specially designed
to have these relationships.

Thermocrete
Now imagine a concrete block, one that can store
twenty times the amount of heat that an ordinary
block can and furthermore without a change in
temperature. How can heat be stored without a
change in temperature? Consider a glass of ice water.
Since the ice and water co.exist, the temperature must
be 0°C - the freezing point of water and melting
point of ice. If heat is added to the ice water, the
temperature cannot rise until all the ice has melted.
Similarly, if he:.t  is r::moved,  the temperature cannot
be lowered until a/I of the water has frozen. A scien-
tist5  would cali this an isothermal situation since large
quantities of heat can be exchanged without attendant
temperature changes. The temperature of the glass of
ice waler is ielf-regulating.  Now every material has
its own melting point, so if we want to store heat (or
“COO/~’  which is really another way of looking at the
same thing) at some particular temperature, we merely
select a material which melts at that temperature.
Since the changes in molecular structure and organira-
tion are much greater in the solid-liquid transition
tb2.n they are in simply heating and cooling a material,
the quatities of heat involved are similarly greater.

Unfortunately most material!i when cooled a bit
below their freezing point  do no: crystallize but
remair:  liquid unless there i: c, “seed”crystal for them
to crystallize around. That is to say, it ir easy to make
a crystal  grow, but hard to create one from a pure
iiquid b,? just cooling it. Another problem is that
most  materidis, unlik? water, are made from several
components which on freezing can form a variety of
different solids, each with different proportions of
the componen:s.  These other solids generally store
much less heat and store it at the wrong temperature.
A third problem is that like the ice water, which needs
a glass, these materials also need a container to prevent
things from getting messy. All of these problems can
be solved by incorporating the heat storage material
into the very fine pores in foamed concrete. ~The
concrete initiates crystal growth by acting as a seed,
it keeps solid and liquid components trom separating
by the fineness of its pore structure which insures
that the sought after compound is formed on freezing,
and the concrete acts its  a structural container for the
thermal storage material when it is in its liquid state.

We call this material which we are developing “Ther-
mocrete.”  For a room temperature melting point its
main ingredient is calcium chloride, the stuff they
throw on streets to melt ice. We can select orher salts
to store heat at many temperatures between 0°C and
100°C. Laboratory samples have ivithstood  one
thousand freeze-thaw cycles with no measurable loss
in the amount of heat stored. The compressive
strength of iltermocrete is one thousand pounds per
square inch, approaching ordin,ry  concrete.

Combined

So now we have three new materials - a material
which transmits light but not heat, a material which
transmits light when it is cool and xflects it when it
is hot, and a materiai  which stores heat and cool
without getting warmer or cooler. So what?

Well! suppose one were to lay a stack cf these materials
out m an open field as is shown in the first drawing,
what would happen? Assuming it is a sunny day, sun-
shine will pass through the Hea: Mirror and Cloud
Gel ;ind will be absorbed on the Thermocret,:  where
it will turn into heat. Since the heat cannot escape
through t!!e  Heat Mirror, it uwll go into tha Thermo-
crete where it will melt the heat storage material in
the Thermocrete. We have ihus  trapped and
stored the sunlight.

When all the heat storage material has melted, and
only then, the temperature of the Thermocrete block
will start to rise. If we have set the temperature at
which the Cloud Gel turns from transparent to white
a few degrees above the temperature at which the
Thermocrete melts, the;>  only after the Thermocrete
is completely charged wit5 heat will the Cloud Gel
turn white. Thus the Clood Gel prevents the sunlight
from overheating the Thermocrete. The Cloud Gel
does not respond to outside temperature changes
because it is insulated from them by the Heat Mirror.
Nor does it respond to sunlight, being activated solely
by temperature. So, during a sunny day, this stack of
materials rises to a temperature in the narrow range



What happen>  at night or during ‘I cloudy day!  Hc~t
slowly leaks cut of the Thermocrete through the Heat
Mirror, and the Thrrmocrele slowly ;reeiei  without
cooling. Cdlculdtion, show that if the ihe~mlocrete
melts at 70” F and the temperature averages 30” F
outside, ad iye are using two layers of Heat Mirror,
then over a 24hour pwiod a layer of Thermocrete
oniy oze third of an inch thick will frrere.  l~his is a
measure of /how good ~ln insulation the Hcnt P,lirror  is
and how good rl storage material Thc;moc:ete  is.
Calculation,  d/w show that on an average  januxy
day in Bgntun  there will be enough  sunlight faliing
!h!~o*.~g!?  o!!r  reek of m,\teri,ils to melt two third, of
.I” inch vi the l~hermocrete. Thus we >ee ii?dt even
in the grip of the Terrible New England Winter, our
stack of mdte:idl) easily maintains a comfortabie  70” F
day and night by captured and regulated sunligiht.

Thermtnere is also useful for cooling in the summery,
especially in hot dry climates where the nights are
usually below 70” F even  when daytime temperar~~res
reach iO0” F. l’his  is done IIS follows. During, the
night !he  Thcrmocrete is cooled by placing it in
coniac:  with the cool night air b!’  uslngeither  natural
convection or fans. If you’il remember our glass of
ice water, you’ll see that the Thermocretc can store
large  quantities oiV‘cool” just iis it can store heat,
and it stores this cool without a temperature change.
This is the beauty of stonng heat and cool by melting
and freaing. Since the Heat Mirror and Cloud Gel
isolate the Thermocrete from the heat and sunlight
of the day, the cool collected and stored during the
night trickles out very slowly during the day. This
“ratchet effect” is useful most of the time even  in
hot humid climates, but it won’t work all the time in
the deep south wher~e  the summer nights are us~~laiiy
above 70’ F. When this happens the Thermorrete
can*t  freeze.

In summary, these three materials can maintain a
comfortable year round climate by utilizing locally
available and natural (free) energy sources  - sunshine
and tool night air. This remarkable winter and
summer periormance has been borne out by experi-
ments and computer simulations. It is done with no
moving parts except molecules, electrons, and photons,
which don’t wear out, and with materials which are
exrremely cheap. The simplicity and elegance result-
ing from the design of building materials on a molecu-
lar level is reflected in their cost effectiveness. Other
climate control systems requiring energy inputs and
active elements will find it difficult to compete with
the combination of these materials in the market place.

Organism

Now we can see where the title of this article came
from and what the viewpoint is that unities these
three materials. It is the biological analogy which
gave the direction for their development. The build-
ing is viewed as a one-celled organism whose environ-
ment contains all the necessary nutrients and also

sotne  hostile elements. The ccl! wall [Heat Mirror
and Cloud Gel) establishes relations between the
inner and outer environments in a way such that
the internal environment remains constant while
the external environment  changes. Using the selective
permeability of its roof of walls the building exhibits
homeostasis,  perhaps the most basic property of
living things.

Well, this discussion has all been very abstract, bu:
how wiil these materials actually afiect  buildings?
In two sorts of ways. First, they w/II allow conven-
tional buildings to we local and xnewble rather
than centralized one shot energy sources and thus
greatly reduce the cost  of running conventional
buildings. The wn be!ongs  to everyone ,..- coal, oil
and uranium don’t. Secondly, these materials will
make it possible to build new types of buildings.

In order for these materials to Ihave an inixesting
effect on the real world, they must first find large
and perhaps unimaginative existing markets to
initiate the manufacture and dist:ibution  of the
new materials. Both manufacture and distribution
are subject to the economies of scale, so our
materials will not be cheap until they are popular.
Since new buildings replace old buildings about
every 40 years, there is a large market in reducing
the energy consumed in the heating and cooling
of existing buildings.

Although it has bee.1 compared with putting sails on
tugboats, the use of Heat Mirror on all existing
windows would reduce national energy consumption
by About  1.2 mil!ion barrels of oil per day and
save Captain and Mrs. America almost a dollar per
year for each square foot of window they cover
with Heat Mirror. The use of Cloud Gel on all
windows where sunlight increases air conditioning
lszds would reduce national energy consumption
by roughly .5 million barrels of oil per day.

Thermocrete could also reduce the amount of fuel
used in heating a building by storing the heat from its
oil burner and then distributing the heat to the buiid-
ing when needed. Since the oil burner need fire only
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once per day, it would not waste fuel getting up to
operating temperature. A four foot cube in the base-
ment next to the oil burner would be large enough
for the average home and would pay for itself in two
or three years. Universally installed, these units
uould  save  the U.S. about 1.3 million barrels of oil
per day. On the other hand, much smaller Thermo-
crete cool 5to:age  units connected to air conditioners
would allow electric power plants to run at night.
While rhis  would not save  fuei,  it would 5ave  money
since electric generating stations wou!d not have to be
so large, a5 they are uru~lly 5ized ior air conditioning
peak loads.  Adding the effects of all these retrofit
energy conservation measures together, theie three
materi?!:  co?lld  reduce national energy consumption
bv zbout  i 0% and :educc 2~ need for adding nuclear
capacity as fossil fuel5 rur-  out.

In use

For new construction or for retrofitting of fairly
conventional looking houses with soI.:r heating and
ni_l;i  air cooling, we need to turn our stack of
materidls on end to make the south wall of the house.
The second drawing shows such a house. This wall
doe5 many things. It is a load behringstructural
element, it collects solar heat and night air cool, it
store5 this heat and cool, and it regulates and dis-
tributes the flow of heat and cool. Sir .: in new
construction it replaces an ordinary swth wl!, its
energy processing factions are purchaseL  ror  a
marginal increase in cost. Structure5 using these
.materiais  which are thermal models of this type of
buiidingare  being tested at M.I.T. and Los Alamo5
Labs. Their test performance will be put into
computers to predict performance in other climates.
Our materials should also find wide application in
improving the performance and lowering the co;t
of conventional solar heaters.

Climatic Envelope

But much more interesting than energy conservation
and solar heating is the entirely new kind of bui!dings
that can be built using these materials. There include
Climatic Envelopes and Eciospheres.  The Biosphere is
a home which feeds, heats, and recycles water and
the wastes of it5 occupants. Its potential social impact

is enormous becsuse it makes work, in the sense of
the nine-to-five job, unnecessary. il) core is a solar
collecting greenhouse which c&n be built without our
three materials, but which would benefit greatly by
them. Also based on the hiologicai  analogy, the
Biosphere was invented by the author in 1969, Since
then the New Alchemists, the Berke!ey Solar Group,
and the Ouroboros  Group have  actually built func-
tioning whole 5ystems.

The Climatic Envelope is an old concept, but no one
has built one yet because it won’t work without the
three materials. It is simply the stack of materials
from the drawing on page 40 elaborated into a large
bubble of good weather. Itissuitable  in small spans for
a revised version of the home or greenhoure. In large
spans it can enclose tropical parks or housing develop-
men!: with no hea:ing  or cooling bi!!;. First “5s will
probably be for covering large commercial buildings
such as sports arenas, shopping centers, university
campuses, etc.,, but they also seem to be the most
practical solution  to the problems of energy for space
conditioning the city, where any other kind of retro-
fitting seems hopeles5.  The height of large span
envelopes will facilitate natural veniilation  by wind
and the chimney effect, but one could not use present
automobiles inside climatic envelopes.

Removing the weather protection and structural
rertraints from the livingareas  inside buildings should
produce a corresponding relaxation and personaliza-
tion of the internal architecture, net to mention a
great reduction of first and running costs. The main
functions of a home under a climatic enveiope are
visual and audio privacy and pleasing appearance.
These greatly reduced functions are much more within
the realm of :he amateur home builder in both skill
and financial resources. Because the shelters inside
the climatic enveinpe have such reduced fumxions,
they can consist  !argely  of movable partitions and
sound proof curtain\,  Activitia that now occur
inside only for climatic rea5on5  could take place in
the “open air.” The envelopes couid be either one
for each family, separated by berms, or could span
large areas, with families separated by tree5 and fences.

The drawing on page 41 shows a typical Climatic En-
velope. The buildins  is a transparent roof, shaped to
shed snow, @aced  over a hole dug in the g:ound.  The
rooms  are placed against the walls of the hole in the
form of a horseshoe which is covered with gardens.
Fruit trees and vine arbor5 provide shade. The outer
roof is made from Heat Mir:or  and Cloud Gel and the
leaves of the p!ants  are the absorbing surfacer for
sunlight. Thermal radiation and a big lazy fan circu-
late either heat from the plants (or cool night air when
appropriate) to Thermocrete tiles which are distributed
throughout the structure.

Suntek

So that, in broad strokes, is what Suntek is cil about.
Who is Suntek rnd bow did we get together to develop
there interests! Bat.k in 1968 while traveling through
New Mexico I met ‘Steve Baer, who has a particular
design esthetic aboL:t buildings and had organized a



invented ‘md palen:ed  by Si;nrch,  we were able 10
wLain manufacrur~ing  righ:s.  Al this time John, Se,tn,
dnd I moved  to ours prwent localion in California
whcx we wc!x joineil bv Chxies  Tilford, a mechanical
engineer,  and BIdit H;~m~lton  and Beth Sachs, both
vein compeient scieniiiic  adminisirarorr.  A f t e r
spending .! re.~r  wtling u up dnd argani ~ng us, alai;
and Beth lefr to help the National Ccn:?:  for Aporo-
priaw Technology gem  organized. Mel Hodge, our
presid  ant, bar filled :heir  role. His conriderabie talent
and business experience should prove inr!:umentai  in
bringing our materials into the real world.

A venture like Suniek would not cxis: today were it
not for the encouragcmeni,  advice and financial
support of a vnried  group of people whose common
denominarol- i\ imagination, a vision of a certain kind
of future, and conlidencr  in their own judgement.
We anticip;lte  th.11 Sunteh will remain a rcwarch
orgnniration  comtnitted 10 translating the philosophy
expressed in this article into reality. We expect 10
work wiih oUier  companies -- either existing or
eilablijhed  for the purpose In transferring this new
technology from our research laboratory into produc-
tion and the marketplace. At this point, none of rhe
materials  described in this article are yet avaiiabie for
sale except for Heat Mixor in limited quantities 12
inches in width ai rather~  exorbirant  prices becare it
is being manufactured on a pro:otype  machine. We
would like to bluild  2 climatic envelope like the one
illustrated. Again, coots  would be relatively high
because ihe ~tructt!re and materials are experimental. m
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The Cibthesline
Paradox

BY STEVE BAER

lllustrotions  by Carol Kramr

,,
A few years ago Peter Van Dresser mentioned the
Clothesline Paradox.

Solar energy advocates are continuously humiliated
by being shown “energy pies.” Slices are assigned to
coal, gas, oil, hydroelectric and even nuclear, but
solar energy is evidently too small to appear. I have
a typical energy pie from the Ford Foundation whose
source is the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The large pie is
split into S pieces. Petroleum - 46%, coal - 18%,
natural gas - 31%, hydropower - 4%, and nuclear -
1%. (An asterisk notes that wood has been omitted -
why?) We are frequently reminded that the energy
we advocate - solar energy - must, after the proper
technical efforts, appear alongside coal, oi!, natural
gas, and nuclear before it will make an “impact.”
ERDA in its different energy consumption predictions
assigns only a thin wedge of the pie to solar energy
and then only as a faint hope 15 to 25 years’from
now. The demoralized reader is then ripe to be per-
suaded of the necessity of nuclear power plants or
offshore drilling. The accounting system shows that
he has done absolutely nothing with solar energy.
He lacks even a trxe of a useful habit or activity
that he could build on. As Peter and I discussed -
if you examine these figures you find the cards are
stacked against solar energy.

If you take down your clothesline and buy an
electric clothes dryer the electric consumption of
the nation rises slightly. If you go in the other
direction and remove the electric clothes dryer and
install a clothesline the consumption of electricity
drops slightly, but there is no credit give  anywhere
on the charts and graphs to solar energy which is now
drying the clothes.

The poor old sun is badly mistreated by such graphs.
In the first place the obvious should be pointed out;
that coal, oil and natural gas are all solar energy
products stored ages ago by photosynthesis, and
hydroelectric power is solar energy no older than
the weather patterns which dropped the precipitation
flowing through the turbines.

The graphs which demonstrate a huge dependence on
fossil fuels are fine in one respect. They are alarming.
But they are very bad in another respect. They are
misleading. Misleading to such an extent that they
blind people to obvious answers and prime them to a

frenzy of effort in poor directions. Attention given
to such graphs and charts trains people to attempt
to deliver what is shown in these accounting systems
rather than what is needed.

If you drive a motorcycle, the gasoline you consume
appears in the nation’s energy budget. If you get a
horse to ride and graze the horse on range nearby, the
horse’s energy which you use does not appear in a?;-
one’s energy accounting.

If you install interior greenhouse lights the elec-
tricity you useis faithfully recorded. If you grow the
plants outside no attempt is made at an accounting.

If you drive your car to the comer to buy a newspaper
the gasoline consumption appears. If you walk -
using food energy - the event has disappeared from
sight, for the budget of solar energy consumed by
people in food is seldom mentioned.

The Ford Foundation’s energy study shows the
US’s  energy consumption in 1968 at about 62
quadrillion Btu or, 310,000,000 Blu/person/year
or, 310/365  = 850,000 Btu/day.  If the average
daily caloric intake is 2500 Kcal., this is approxi-
mately 10,000 Btuldaylperson  - about 1.2% of
the total consumption listed by the Bureau of
Mines. But this 1.2% doesn’t appear ar.@ere  on
the graphs. Nuclear energy with 1% does appear.
The food is obviously solar energy. why is it not
included?

What about the question of the energy used in growing
the food? Can’t we treat this in the same way as the
coal burned to generate electricity? If we use the
figure of .S%:?fficiency  (Ayres  and Scarlott) this
means we have consumed approximately 2 ,OOO,OOO
Btulpersonlday  of sunlight in producing the 10,000
Btu/person consumed. Solar energy then immediately
fills  over 213 of the new energy pie. If we aren’t
allowed to show the actual sunlight required ior
our 10,000 Btulperson,  then what about power plants?
Why is it that when they burn 4 Btu of fuel for every
Btu delivered as electricity all the consumption appears
in the energy accounts rather than the 1 Btu?

why wouldn’t it be fair to expand the slice - 4%
(1973 - Bureau of Mines) given to hydroelectric



power by a similar factor of efficiency for the solar
energy consumed in raising the water to its working
head? After all, in most cases, the rain or snow fell
through long unexploited distances before it went to
work in a power plant.

Then there is the question of heating houses. Every
time the sun shines on the surface of a house and
especia!ly  when it shines through a window there is
“solar heating” to some extent. How do we measure
this? How do we account for this in our discussions
of energy use? According to the NSF/NASA Energy
Panel of 1972 the percentage of thamal  energy for
buildings supplied by the sun was too small to be
measureable. But is that accurate? Shouldn’t we
recalculate the energy  consumption of every building
assuming it were kept in the shade all day and then
attribute the difference between this amount and
its actual consumption to solar energy? In most
cases this would result in an enormous difference.
Almost every building is solar heated to some extent.
I would guess the average shaded fuel consumption

,~i to be at least 15% higher, and then of course our next
,y,:‘,’ concern in heating the building is what keeps the
,:~ earth as warm as it is? What supplies the United
i ‘, States with the necessary energy to maintab!  ap1

,’ ‘average temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit as it
:” ~’ spins in empty space at absolute zero? This is a
‘,::~ &ating contract no oil company would be quick

‘, ‘,’ to try and fill.

,,~:: Clearly it would be a very difficult thing to account
:,;:  ~‘for every calorie or Btu that passed through us or
::‘,,,‘, by us every day in the various forms. It doesn’t
,,,:‘,,,  seem to be a particularly urgent job, but it is very
,:: important to examine what the limits of an account-
:: mg system are - to know what the numbers and
,:, quantities displayed really mean.

If you go to a drive-in movie to watch the flickering
lights on a screen the energy consumption of the

,, ,, ,, :automobile and the drive-in is dutifully recorded
;: ‘~ and appears in the statistics. If you walk out on a,,
:‘?:hillside, lie on your back and look at the stars, no
,‘, attempt is made to measure the power output of

,’ the distant stars.

I don’t advocate an enormous effort to measure all
these things. It would just be more helpful if the

graphs stated more clearly what they are about.

The design of houses can be stilted by such graphs.
Now that the experts have started this infantile
accounting system, which evidently finds us corn.
pletely independent af the sun, sc!ar energy will
be admitted only so long as it has been properly
collected, stored and transferred. Legislation aimed
at encouraging the ue of solar energy equipment
by subsidizing the price of certain hardware must
end by,being pathetic and blundering. It would take
an enormous crew of experts to determine the

‘, efficiency of different orientations of windows,
different arrangements of shade tees; etc., etc. To
ignore these efforts and only to reward the purchase
of “off the shelf hardware” is to further the disease
of narrow minded quantification.

It should be pointed cmt to the people promoting
the use of solar energy in the place of fossil fuels
that the accounting systems used by the experts
are rigged against them. As I understand it, we are
being prepared to accept that there are legitimate
and illegitimate ways of using the sun. If you
purchase certain kinds of hardware to exploit solar
energy it will be accounted for and a <credit will be
given to the sun. If you depend on more customary
old-fashioned uses of solar energy, growing food,
drying clothes, sun bathing, warming a house with
south windows, the sun credit is totally ignored.

Our present accounting system with its promise of
a credit to the sun after the right hardware has been
installed can only discourage good house design. If
the natural solar contribution to house heating from
windows is ignored, then the designer knows that
expanding this share done by the sun will also be
ignored. No tax incentives no credit given to the
sun in ERDA’s graphs.

1 think we would be much better informed if along-
side every graph showing our use of oil, coal and
uranium there were also an indication of the iota1
energy received from the sun. Since we can’t do
without it, let’s not omit it from our xcounts.
In the case of the United States a conservative
estimate of :he solar energy received in one year
might be:

(3,GGO,OOO)  square miles (52802) ft.z/milez  x
350 x IOsBtu received/ftz/year  = 3 x I06 x
(5.28)2  x 106 x 3.5 x 105 = 293 x 1017Btu/year.
Twenty nine thousand  three hundred quadrillion
Btu as opposed to the 62 quadrillion shown as
used during 1968 by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

When small children tirst start paying close attention
to money and to their allowances they briefly commit
their whole minds to their few coins and what chores
they did to earn them -without even considering
the budget of the family’s household. We can’t allow
our entire civilization to be similarly ignorant for
long. We must ask who’s keeping score and why
they have such peculiar methods. .



atknew in 1 30% of Pasadena homes
have solar water heaters.

B Y  K E N  BUTTI  A N D  J O H N  P E R L I N

ASS HAS LONG BEEN KNOWN to act as a solar
heat trap; that is, glass permits sunlight to pass
through hut prevents its heat from escaping.

Horace de Saussure,  an 18th century naturalist,
demonstrated how effectively glass could trap solar
heat by exposing to the sw a box with a glass cover.
The bottom of the box heated to 228.2”F - 16.2’F
above the boiling pain?  of water - more than hot
enough for home and water heating purposes. The
first commercial solar water heater, a glass-covered
box with water tanks inside heated exactly as de
Saussure’s  box, was patented by Clarence M. Kemp,
of Baltimore, Maryland in 1891,

Two Californians bought the rights to Kemp’s patent
and set up business in Pasadena, California in 1895.
Because fuel was scarce and expensive (gas for heating
sometimes cost six times as much as it does at this
writing) many Californians turned to the swto
supply their hot water. In Pasadena by 189’1 30%
of the homes had solar water heaters. Refinements
on the 1891 patent which were made in 1909 resulted
in the configuration still in use today - a glass-covered
box containing pipes soldered to a metal plate (the
metal plate conducted heat to the pipes) through
which water flowed to a storage tank. The manufac.
turer  of these heaters had sold over 10,000 by the
late 1920’s. These solar water heaters, depending on
their size, supplied from 40 to 120 gallons of water
daily at temperatures from 115’ F to 1 40° F.

The story we present is about an industry that thrived
in California and Florida early in the century and
somehow became forgotten. A few traces of this
story remained in early magazine and newspaper
articles, hut we acquired the story, by and large, from
elderly people. They chuckle when they hear younger
people talk about this “new, exotic” solar technology
which is no different from equipment they used to
heat their water nearly 70 years ago.



In the late 18Ws in California heating water war not
a simple task. *n the countryside and in many small
towns, where  ?!e mniority  of people lived, there was
no gas or electiic~ty.  People had to rely on the cook
stove  for hot water.  As one homesteader, Luba Perlin
(64). recalled:

You took just  one ba.lh a week, a Saturday night deal,
be‘a”IP it was such hard Wcxk  I3 heat  water “” ttlc
IIoYe.  YOU pllt pots, pails, anyrIling  which would hold
water an* you could lift (because  water i5 heavy).  I,
took a while for those old stove5 Lo get going brcaure
the heat had to firrt penetrate thm”gh  the tlewy meta,

In cities and towns where there was constant water
pressure, residents attached water tanks to their stoves
and connected the water heating unit to the house-
hold plumbing system, eliminating the constant labor
of hauling water to and from the stove. A coil was
looped through the firebox of the stove and connected
to the water tank. An elderly man, Theodore Hotch-
kiss  (ES), explained to us how they worked:

Once  you  got the fix goingreally  good, YOU’d  have  to
wait about  fiftrw or twenty minutes as the cold water
would heat as it circulated through the coil and into the
holding tank. The hot water would naturally rise up
into the tank (hot water being lighter than cold water).
The  holding  tanid  was not insulared. That was a real
problem becaure if you didn’t use all the hot w&r, it
would lose its heat after a while. So the water in the
tank wmld be cold within an hour or IO.

lmore  WI



Free Hot Water!
No St”“.3 or rue1

In the summer the heat of the stove made living un-
bearable. “It was torture just to be in the house with
the stove on! You nexly died from the heat,”
confided a stove user. Many did without hot water
rather than endure such discomfort.

Gas was available in the larger cities, not natural gas,
but a type made from coal. It was produced by
burning coal briquets at extremely high temperatures,
capiuring  the flared off gas and piping it for domestic
and commercial uses. Called “artificial” or “manu-
factured” gas, it had only one-half the heating capacity
of natural gas and was oily, not a clean-burning fuel.

The common gas water heater in use was the side-arm,
so named becaw it was attached to the side of a hot
water tank. The side-arm was not automatic. If you
wanted to wash clothes or take a bath, you iit the
heater and then waited for the water to get hot as it
circulated through the heating coils of the side-arm.

The hot water flowed into the adjacent holding tank.
Wbo~ the water in the tank got hot enotlgh, “the
tank would start iumpin’and  you knew it was time
to shut it off.” If you forgot, as one plumber (R.
Carroll, 84) recalled:

Not only was heating water difficult, it was expensive
in California. California had to import coal and it
cost over twice the national average. Artificial gas
sold for $I 50 per thousand cubic feet - equivalent
to paying $3.20 for a thousand cubic feet of natural
gas (since natural gas has about twice the heating
capacity of artificial gas), and natural gas only costs
$1.60 per thousand cubic feet todav in dollars which
command less than 1 /Sth the bx power they had
in 1900. This meant the consumer in 1900 had to
pay more than ten times what natural gas costs  today.
As high as the price of gas was, electric rates were
even higher, so nobody even considered heating water
with electricity. The difficulties of heating water
combined with exorbitant fuel prices forced southern
Californians, as one eastern journalist observed in
Countryside Magazine in 1914:

Exposed Water Tank Solar Heaters

The first solar water heaters were simply water tanks
placed upright or laid on the ground where they
would best catch the sun and avoid the shade. Thev
were usually painted black. AS the tanks absorbed
so!ar heat, the water inside heated. Ey late afternoon
on clear hot days, they supplied early settlers with
water hot enough for showering.

Because the tanks were bare and unprotected, at night
the water readily lost heat, cooling to air temperature.
No usable amounts of hot water could be available
until well after noon as it took time for the sun’s heat
to penetrate such a relatively deep body of water.

1891 - The Climax Solar Water Heater

Clarence M. Kemp of Baltimore, Maryland improved
the efficiency of bare tank solar water heaters by
placing the water tanks inside a white pine box insu-
lated with felt paper and covered by glass. Four tanks,
made of heavy galvanized iron and painted a dull black,
were laid side by side and connected to each othe: by
tubing. The most common tank size war eight gallons.
He patented this solar water heater on April 28, 1891,
calling his invention the Climax.

The Climax was set up on the roof of a house or shed,
or secured by brackets to a wall. It was usually in-
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illed at an angle with the four cylindrical tanks
ing horizontally one above the other. When hotIY

water was needed, a valve controlling the flow of cold
water from rhe household plumbing system was turned

,~ on. Cold water entered the lowest tank, forcing hot
,,‘,,: water out of the UQQH tank into pipes running
“: through the roof, wall or window frame and into the
,,’ bathtub, sink, or wherever. Another method of

installation was to connect the Climax to a reservoir-
type rystem. Opening the lhot water faucet drew hot
water from the tanks. Cold water from the reservoir

replaced the spent hot water and a float valve in the
reservoir opened to refill it with cold water.

How many solar water heaters Kemp sold in Mary-
land is not known,, but their manufacture never
became his main hne of business, remaining just one
of many household devices he produced. Kemp sold
the exclusive rights to manufacture the Climax Solar
Water Heater in California to two Pasadena businesr-
men, E.F. Brooks and W.H. Conga, in 1895.

The No. 1 Climax, costing $25 ($162 today), saved its
owner about $9 ($58) worth ofcoal annually. It was
even  more economical if it was used as an alternative to
otherfuelssuch  as artificia!  gas or gasoline. Ownersof
the Climax enjoyed the convenience of “a ‘faucet full’
ofhot water without so much as the trouble of striking
a match,” as one journalist commented.

The rights to the Climax Solar Water Heater changed
hands weral times around the turn of the century.
Congers  and BI-ooks  had originally bought the rights to
the Climax for a mere $250. Just three years later, in
1898, Mrs. Sarah Robbins bought the rights from Con-
gers  for $2,SOO.  Sales of the Climax expanded from
the Pasadena area to all of southern California. By
1900, over 1600 solar water heater!;  had been installed.

1898 - The Walker Solar Water Heater

Frank Walker, a Los Angeles contra‘tor  and realtor,
invented a solar water heater in the spring of 1898
which improved upon the Climax design. Walker’s
solar heater usually contained not more than one or
two water tanks rather than four as i:! the Climax.
These blackened thirty-gallon tanks were enclosed in
a glass-covered box that was set inside the roof so that
the glass top was flush with the shingles. This not

55

No ecological arguments were needed to sell the Climax
in southern California. “We didn’t think it was any-
thing revolutionary. Everybody had one. It was a

,, thing of the time because it made sound economic
sense,” explained Walter Van Rossem  (86), who had
a Climax Solar Heater on his house,
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only looked bettu than the Clinux which protrudsc
from the roof, but ii insulated the !w~ter  bettx
‘Walker &o placed a pulisb,ed  meta!  reflecioi under-
neath the tank to focus direct sunlight onto it
(although later resexch proved there was little if
any additional heat  gained through this technique).
Walker’s design rnnde use of the differences in density
berwew hot and cold wa,:er to keep the two from
mixing and insure  that onli/ the ;~ott?st  water wuid
be drawn. He placed the hot water ouilet at the top
of the rank where the hottest [therefurc  lightesf)
water naturally rose. The cold water inlet was plxed
near the bottom where the cold water stayei,  never
mixing with the hotter water until it too heat-d and
rose. The Walker heater  was conr;ected  to the con-
ventional water heating system, which provided a
back-up and sssured  his cuaxncrs hot water at ali

times. When the wn failed to adequately heat the
water inside the Walker heater - for exampie ;rt  night,
during extremely cloudy weather, or when it rained
- cold water at the bottom of the tank flowed
through a pipe to a heating coil inside a stove or gas
heater. ihe water in the toil heated and rose back to
the top of the tank, ready fo: service.

The cost of the Walker heater, including instaliation,
was less thx $50 ($340 in 1977). it was more expen-
sive than the Climax No. i, but many consumers were
willing to pay a little extra for the added benefits.
James Guinne  a Caiifornia  historian, wrote that ‘Walker’s
heater was “used extensively in southern Ca!ifornia
and has proved wch a convenience and comfort
to so many familie.5.”

1905 - The Improved Climax Solar Heater

Water in the Climax and Walker Solar Lie&en  warFEd
up slowly because it took time for heat to penetrate
through the relative!y  deep body of waler  contained
ins& the cy!indrica!  :ank:. Char!es  t!aske!l.  by !?OS
owner of the rights to the Climax and Walker Heaters,
reduced the depth of tank heatsrs  without changing
their volume by introducing a shallow, rectangular
design. The broader, shallower tack heated faster
than Ihe iylindrica! t 2, ks becat:e thex was less water1
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per rquare foot of container being heated. This
meant hot water earlier in the day. Hdrkell  marketed
his invention w the “Improved Climax.”

The flat tank of the Improved Climax was painted
black and fitted tightly inside a glass-covered box.
Vertical meial  braces inside the tank provided rigidity.
Cold water entered through perforated pipe extending
along the length of the tank’s lower end - the perfor-
ations divided t2.t water into numercws  small streams,
distributing the water more evenly than one r&xiv+
large stream would. Hot water was drawn off through
perforations in the top of the hot water outlet pipe
which extended aloog the length of the ttpperm@Si
end of the tank. The Improved Climax, like the
Walker, was usually connected to the conventional
water heating system for auxiliary he& during
unfavorable periods.

Usually the company installed the Improred Climax
on or in the roof. An instaiier (James Bailey, 82)
explained,



J. J. Backus,  Superintendent of Buildings in Los
Angeles, wrote an open letter to tlaskeii  about his
lmprcved  Climax heater in a 1907 issue of The Archi-
tact and Engineer of California:

The beauty of the Climax, Walker, and Ir.lproved
Climax war their rimplic;ty and effective performance
during warmer months of the year, which in southern
Cailfornia  was 8 - 9 months of the year. The Climax
and Walker models heated water up to 12O’F by the
late afternoon; the Improved Climax could reach
this temperature earlier in the day.

But no matter how well these tank heaters worked,
the hot water stored inside the tanks was not well pro.

tected. Only a pane of glass  lay between the tank and
the outside air. During chiii  cloudy weather, or on
cold nights, heat readily escaped and the water cooled,
Although the enclosed tank heaters did loot cool to
the degree thrt bare tanks did, water was never hot
enough for washing clothes in the early morning.

1909 - Day and Night Soiar  ‘Water Heater

Kemp invented the first commercial water hrater, and
Walker and Haskell improved upon Kemp’s design,
but it was William J. Bailey’s refinements that revo-
lutionized tile ind!istry  and created thz configuration
currently in use. Mr. Bailey, an engineer with the
Cawegie Steei Company in Pennsylvania, came out
to California in 1908. He rented a bungalow in Mon-
rovia (a suburb of Los Angeles) and on the bung&xv’s
roof stood  “one of those old fashioned so1.w heaters
consisting of a tin tank and a sash of window glass.”
The tank heater performed well during the day, but
every night the heated water cooled. Mr. Bailey,
formerly employed to upgrade various manufacturing
processes for Carnegie Steel, applied his talents to im-
prove upon the shortcomings of tank solar heaters. He
divided the s&r water heater into two re,arate units
~ a solar heat collector and ho: water storage unit.

Bailey’s solar  heat collector was a shallow-glass-covered
box, only four inches deep, lined with feit paper. It





The end result of Bailey’s creation was “a solar heater
that will heai  water and keep it hot under conditions
that would render most other heaters of little or no
use,” one newspaperman wrote in July, 1909. “It is
the NE PLUS ULTRA of solar heaters.”

Bailey saw a large market for his device as thus was
little change in the energy siwation or other witer
heating technologies in California since the introduc-
tion of the Climax. Bailey ertatlished his solar water
heater bus&s at Monrovia in the summer of 1909.
“It war a little outdoor shop on the corner of ILynn-
wood and Myrtle,” an early resident of Monrovia
recalled. Bailey called his new firm the Day and Night
Solar Heater Company to emphasize the uniqueness of
his product - “Steaming hot water from a solar heater
day and night!”

The system sold well. The smallest model, a 4 Soot  by
10 foot solar collector with a40galion storage tank,
cost about $100 ($600 in 1977) installed. Customers,
however, were wi!!igg!c pay d higher price than for the
Climax because of the grater convenience the Day and
Night system offered. No longer did the housewife
have to wait until the afternoon for hot water from a
solar heater. “Many of our customers are reporting
that they are putting out rheir  entire washings early in
the morning with hot warer from a heater we iiistalled,”
a Day and Nipht ad proclaimed. “4sk your neighbor
if she can do this with her old style heater.”

Many oi Day and Night’s first custc  ners bought the
solar water heating systems to reduce their gas bills.
Whereas the Climax cut gas consumption by 40%,
the Day and Night saved 75%. The smallest Day and
Night system  saved the consumer about $25 a year,

a.11  annual return of 25% on the investment. Day
and Night Heating Systems were even in greater de.
“and in the rural districts where there was no gas.
They paid for themselves in one to three years
depending on whether the customer was substituting
solar  for electric,ity  or coal.

Even though there were “a large  number of solar
heaters in use throughout southern California,”
according to The Architect and Engineer of Califor-
nia of May, 1907, “and the number is constantly
iricreasing,”  the solar water heater remained mystify-
ing to some individuals especially a product that
promised sun-heated water day and nigh:. A rancher
(Paul Squibb, 83) recalled such skepticism in the area
where he lived:

Demonstration models set up at fairs and operating
at the Day and Night office verified the cornpay’s
claims. One advertisement urged skeptics to:

-



With hii bu,ineis growing, Bailey incorporated in
191 1 and ~movcd  iv II iargcr plant. But in early 1913
hii company d/most  went under because of J disas-
trous trcerc that Ilit southern California. “L.owest
temperdturer c-w known were reported in some  of
the orange districts early this morning,” read the
front page of the Los Angeles Times (January 9, 1913)
“In some localities the thermometer registered 19
20” F with the mercury still hlling.”  The water
inside the tubes of many Day and Nigh, collectors
froze and the tubes split. “His (Bailey’s) telephone
rang all night long - irate customers were having
problems with water coming through their ceilings,”
his son William recalled, “so that sent him back to
the drawing board to design a non-freezing solar
water hea?er.”

Bailey’s non-freezing system made the solar  collector’s
circulation system independent of ths storage tank’s
water supply. He connected the tubing in the solar
collector to a coil inside the storage tank. A non-
freezing solution (usually water mixed with alcohol)
circulated through the solar collector and the coil in
the tank. “; the heated solution passed through the
coil, it transmitted its heat to the water inside the
tank, cooled, and returned to the soiar collector to
be re-heated.  Another advantage of this independent
cjrculating  system was that you could use distilled
water in the solar collector. In areas where the water
was very hard, this prevented deposits from accumu-
lating and crusting up the tubing.

With the danger of freezing resolved, Day and Night’s
business continued to flourish. The company expan-
ded its marketing territory to northern California,
the Hawaiian Islands, and Arizona. Arizona lMagazine
wrote in 1914, “The sight of the ‘Sl;n Coil’ (Day and
Night’s trade name for its solar collector) is becoming
as familiar on Salt River valley  homes  as in Caiiforrvia
where they have been in general use for several years.”

Over 4,000 Day and Night Solar Heating Systems had
been sold by the end of World War I, and the solar

water heater  became synonymou\  with Day and
Night’s name. The more rfficicnr coil design forced
the manufacturers of tank solar  heatcrs  out of buri-
ness.  Day and Night’s only competition came from
local plumber>  dnd handymen. Solar  water heating
systems were simple, dnd “The man who was handy
with tools and pipe  wrenclher  could build his own,”
The Sheet Metal Worker commented in 1914. All a
plumber or handyman had to do was to see a Day and
Night job 2nd then copy it. Out in Ramona.  Califor-
nia, one plumber sold collectors made of galvanized
iron pipe coiled back and forth on black tar paper.
Another equally simple but more effective design
built by a Santa  Barbara plumber consisted of simi!arly
coiled pipe strapped to copper backing. The storage
tank could be any ordinary wa:~i tank boxed in and
insulated with sawdust, ground cork, rice hulls, or
other coarse. dry materials.

Day and Night’s sales of 101x heating systems peaked
in 1920 with over 1,000 sold that year. Then natural
gas began to erode the solar water heater market. All
major natural gas finds in the Los Angeles Basin
occurred  beiween  1920 and 1930, with the exception
of the Wilmington Field. Production of natural gas
exceeded demand and fuel prices dropped. In 1900,
one thousand cubic feet of gas with similar heat
equivalency to natural gas had cost $3.20; by 1927
a thousand cubic feet of natural gas cost only $ 90.
Networks of new pipelines connected town and rur;i
areas formerly without gas.

Complementing these new gas discoveries was the
concurrent development of thi;automatic  st~orage  gas
water heater ~ the type currently in use. The solar
technology developed by Bailey led to its invention.
Bailey now insulated a gas-heated water tank
iust as he had the solar storage tanks. He also designed
a copper heating element which conducted gas heat
to the water more efficiently, just as he had done
with the solar collectors.

Bailey’s gas heater also had a thermostat that auto-
matically heated water to the desired temperature.
“No trouble. No fuss. Simply turn dial indicator,”
ran a Day and Night ad promoting its new automatic
storage gas water heater. “All the hot water you need,
heated quickly and kept hot in an insulated tank,
constantiy awaiting your needs.”



The gas companies pushed  the sale of automatic storage
heaters as one of many programs t” encourage gas use.
“They’d finance gas water heaters on a monthly basis
or let you carry ‘em for a year or two,” retired plumb-
er R. Carroll related. “The gas company would
do anything t” get you  buyln’  from them.” Through
cut-rate pricer,  easy terms, and free installation
service, gas companies added new customers.

The combination of cheap, accessible supplies of gas
and the convenience offered by the automatic gas
water heater sent solar water heater sales plummeting.
In 1926 Day and Night sold 350 solar heaters and in
1930, only 40. But the company’s sales  of gas water
heaters soared. “Steaming hot water day and night:”
now meant water heated by gas. Day and Night became
one of the largest producers of gas water heaters.

As to the fate of the solar water heater - in 1923 Bailey
sold the patent rights or, the heater t” an entrepreneur
in Florida for $8,000 ($24,000, ‘1977)  and an Oldsmo-
bile touring car. This entrepreneur, according to
Mr. Bailey’s ran, “made quite a bit of money on the
s&r heater because it had even a greater adaptability
in Florida than it did in California.” In southern
Florida the solar water heater saw its greatest success.
Water heating was expensive and the solar hater
offered an economic alternative. By 1941 at least
60,000 solar heaters were installed, but war came,

Uncle Sam froze the use of copper, and the solar
water heating industry ground t” an abrupt halt. The
solar water heating industry resurged after the war,
but cheap electric rates stymied its growth. The once
thriving solar heater industry, by 1955, was reduced
to a small service business.

in California Day and Night continued building and
selling solar water heaters, although at a greatly
reduced level, until the beginning of World War Il.
The last. production run was, as William j. Bailey, Jr.
recalled, in 1941:
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A Solar Narrative Drawn Across 366 Wooden
Planks by a Focused Point of Sunlight

BY  C H A R L E S  R O S S

The mok: A flat Frerne,,
lens mearuring 19 x 25
inches with a focal length of

24 inches.  Each night i
wooden plank was centered
under the lens in exactlv the
mne  position.  The phi
measured 1 X 5 feet and
was 314 of an inch thick.
The wood WA, Rrmroafed
so that it would b;m at the
focused point of light but
would not flame or”catch
fire.”  I, was coated with a
special  white paint :hat
wouid hold traces of the
rmoke plume. The af&ura-
t”s was artached  by hinges
to the roof of 80 Wooster
St., Manh.etan, New York.
so that the lens faced  south
and could “a, be turned  in
a” east-west direction.
Occasio”~lly,  as necessitated
by the ~earonal change in
the sun’s altitade, the lens
arrembly was tilted (at
night) so fhat the burn
would remain centered on
rhe board. The setup was

nit mnved cx tawhed
during the course of a
sin& day’r burn.
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Wind Workshop 2 from:
1”o.  038-00000258-3 Superintendent  Of
1375;  536 pp. DOC”lW”t~

$7.45
Govt. prinring Orfice

pmrpaid Washington,  O.C.  20402



Wind Power
Access Catalog
,A I”ppleme”f  ‘ncluded
in the Fd 1977 issue  Of
Wind Power Digestl

Here’s an interestiny  bit of news from
our Department of Energy (DOE)

U.S. $0 Help Refurbish  a”d.rert
Tvmfy-Year-old  Wind Turbine  in Denmark

North Wind Power Co.
Cafal  og
$2.55 pmtpaid
‘tOI”:
North  Wind Poww co.
BOX315
Warren. VT 05674



$15.00 ha: (4 ikSWS,
‘or AWEA  mcmben

$20.00 /non memherr
from:
Wind Technology  Journal
P.O. BOX  7
Matrtan  Milk, MA 0x48

This Is How You Can Heat Your Home With
A Little Windmill

Simplified Wind Power Systems for Experimenters
Jack Park
1974; 72 pp. f,OW

$6.00
Jack Park
BOX 445
B*ownr”ille,  CA 545919



companies have on r/l* who/e been cbLlpere*i”e  in arre”gi”g
‘ o r  * h e  i”r*aUa*io”  o f  G e m i n i  ““i*s ,i”c,udi”g suifable  ra*es,
in their feni*o,ies.

w h e r e  i t  i s  r e a s o n a b l e  *o ,egene,a*e,  rhoogh  *he ,vac*ice  is
n o t  widesweed. W i t h  cheep  e n e r g y ,  i f  h a s  b e e ”  cheener  *o
i g n o r e  * h e  possibilities  of savings. F o r  exam~k  manu‘ac-
*““?ls Of large  die**,  e n g i n e s  commonl”  l-on them f o r  m a n y
houn  as a fest. T h e  “owe,  i s  domed  wi*ho”*  “ s e !  Yyifh
a  G e m i n i ,  this~owe.  couldbe  used  t o  I”” m a c h i n e r y  a n d
lights  in */I*  factory a s  w e , ,  e s  feeding  s”rro”ndi”g  homes.
pi Gemini  *“stem  a,*0 can be uSed  in “co-genL?rarion”
s c h e m e s  w h e r e  waste  process  heef is used *o ru” generarors
eat can Pwfe,  other i”dos*ries  or homes.  mh-t ***em
“0” a-e*  ri*ing  ‘mm facrories  is of**” “sable  &-erg”
b e i n g  dumped.J

ltis easy  t o  t h i n k  0‘“s.~ f o r  t h e  Gemini,  e n d  *his t h o u g h t -

Design With Wind
-

T h e  idea  of i”Cegre*/“g  w i n d  generamrr  info * h e  s*wc*“,e  o f
buildings  i s  “ o f  n e w ,  but o n  *he ,,*her  h a n d  i t  has”‘*  been
d o n e  ye*. This MITMaster’s  Thesisgets  t h i n g s  starred  with
some  sharp  r e s e a r c h  c o n d u c t e d  with wind  Anne,  m o d e l s .
tic Coonley  finds  *ha*  wi”d veloci~/  can be r a i s e d  e s  m u c h
a s  4  timer  b y  c o n d u c t i n g  i t  fhrough  a +nyw,” shapedand
locafed  h o l e ,  a n d  fhat  such  a  h o l e  ca” “se v,i”d  aP~,oachi”g
f r o m  a s  m u c h  as 70” *o h e  s i d e . Power  in wind rises as *he
cube  O‘ d,s  s p e e d ,  ID there  is a nice  advantagp  in c o m b i n i n g
a r c h i t e c t u r e  and windpower  devices.  More a d v a n t a g e s
ap~eer  ds w’ndload  on *he b u i l d i n g  i s  r e d u c e d  ar i s  w i n d
hlart  at street level. The  ,,aj,er  is less  r i g o r o u s  d i s c u s s i n g
o t h e r  es,,ects  of wind~,wr  s”ch  as advanrages  a n d  d&d-
vsntages  of the s e v e r a l  types  o f  w i n d  m a c h i n e s ;  apparentfy
ahe  a u t h o r  has nof h a d  m u c h  e x p e r i e n c e  o u t s i d e  *he wind
tunnel. N o n e t h e l e s s ,  t h i s  b a good  start  t o w a r d s  whaf  is
fikh’  to 6s a ~.-sdc.d  3% nf wind. The  hnok  i”c,a,des  lots
o f  graphs  and  d iagrams .

-A?

Design With Wind
Douglas R. Coonley
,974:  140  pp.
$8.00 postpaid
fW”Y
Solar 8Ookshop
Tota,  E”“iro”me”tal  Amion
ChWCh Hill
Harrirville.  N H  03480

provoking  a s p e c t  m a y  be as impor*snf  a s  rfw &v;ce its*,‘
Yoo  wo”,d *hi”k  *ha* rv;*h  roday’s  high  e,ec*,;c  b;Ns,  peoj,,e
woold  b e  *“;~k;“g  abouf  sw;“g e”ergy,  I,“* If ;s surpr;si”g
h o w  m a n y  a r e  n o t .  Aip+wrent,y,  h a b i t  is s t r o n g e r  than
e c o n o m i c  ;“cen*i”e. I” a n y  c.3**, a Gemi”;  ha* the  potenr;m
of saving  large  ~“ent~ties of fuel  and orher  r e s o u r c e s .

Mlindwarks  n o w  h a s  mum  than  I O ”  GemiW sys*e”,s  D” line,
i n c l u d i n g  sweraal  i”*er‘ac;“g  wM!  s o l a r  ce,,s  a n d  hydra
turb ines . Gemini u n i t s  can also  De “sed *o in*~rf.ice an
in*ermitten*powerso”rce  with  a n  soxi,;ary;  a wind machine
w i t h  a  diesel  g e n e r a t o r ,  f o r  ;ns*a,xe. Gem;“;  I,-s*ems are
a”a;,ab,e  in l a r g e  sires  a n d  3  phase  *DO.

Gemini Synchronous Inverter
4 KW - 1 phase $780.00 t”3”l:
8 KW~ 1 phase  $ 1 . 4 5 0 . 0 0 Windworks,  1°C.

Route 3. sax 44A
Iwrite for prices Of bigger  ones. M”kwo”aga. WI 83148
3 phase equipment, and quantity 1414;  363-4088
dircou”ts~
Technical Information Package $3.00

Storage Batteries

storage  Batteries
George Wood “inal

I’
18*4.1888: 448 pp,
$23.75 pmtpaid
from:
Jdl” Wiley & sons.  1°C.
One Wiley Drive
Somerset. NJ 08873



of Nebraska
Erwin aerbour
1898; 78PP.
$3.00 poEtpaid
from:
Faralloner  Inrtitufe
15290 Coleman  “alley Rd.
Occidental.  CA 95465



Food From Windmills

W i n d m i l l s  -



AST YEAR, WC Amedcans made
about 3 million babies  and 9 million
automobiles.  I don’t know how to
handle such figures. I suspect that
even the horror  statistics  (we have
killed more of our citizens  in auto
mobiles  than in wars) have about as
much effect  on people’s  actionr  as the
warning on a cigarem pack. Yet it is
clear that we can’t continue  much
longer without home drastic changes.
The changes are in progress  now.
Cars are getting rmaller, lighter, safer,
cleaner,  and more efficient  They
are ah getting more numerous and
more expensive.
The cost of running and owning a
car is already higher  than mmy
people think Advertising  subtly
deflects  thought  from long term
expense.  My own car, a Citroen  DS,
has cost me a very low 8 cents a
mile to own for 1 I years and 260,000
miles. (Recent estimates show that a
full sire American ear costs the aver-
age owner about 28 cents a mile).
That includes  fuel, lube, parts,
service, inrurmce, depreciation,  tolls,
puking, right down to the sponge I
wash it with. But that adds up to
%22,000.00!! Egad!
I can hear some of you saying,  “Yes
but my 1954 Chevy pickup has cost
me practically nothing to run.” I
suggest that a hnrdarsed  analysis will
show that it cost rather mote than
that. And the analysis doesn’t in-
dude the old-cat unreliability mat
reducer  you to being tbhe slave of
the CPC rather  *a* *c other way
vound. Of course, z well restored
alder  vehicle can be the cheapest
way to go.

Best for the purpose  we the mech.
anicdy  simple compact cm from
the mid 60s before  smog equipment
wu mandatory.  Later cats with
smog hardware are difficult  to tune,
and the omerinesn  tends  t., get worse
as the car gets older. Many people
think that ‘65 Vali.wtr and Darts
are the best bets Unlike their peers,
they have reasonably goad handling
qualities  The autom;ltics  tend to be
better  than stick shifts because they
have ~rovcn to be mote sturdy.  What
they waste in fuel, they make up for
by avoiding  clutch  and transmission
jobs Miles per do&t is more impor-
tan* th.” n&l per @Ian. For

similar rearom,  a Dodge Van acmaUy
CDI,S less to ru, than a VW bus The
difference  in gas mileage (I? VI, 22)
is only about I’200 a year in average
use, but the VW gets poor miles per
valve job and more than cancels  the
fuel economy. The Dodge van is also
safer, quieter, roomier and m,,re
comfortable. Parts are cheaper too.
As an ideal carpool machine,  a vnn
can offet added economy.

c!lNFORTUNATELY, the rtatisticr
show UI trading  away from car pools.
The nverage  car trip is less than 5
miles,  carrying less *an 2 people, a
~tatiitic which might be used to
justify rearranging  communities  for
bicycle acce~r The trend b towards
the average load being  one person.
(One wag predicts  that by 1985 the
average  load will be .7 person,  d,,,s
indicating  the evolution of a new
breed of legless  drivers.)  Recent
studies show that car pooling &
likely to be cheapet and mote energy
efficient than my mas :mnrit sy*
tern yet devised, so WC may we more
people pooling soon. We may &o
see more people claiming  that they
have “given  up tbek car,” but in a
nation that has been physic+
designed and built to tequire  auto
rranrpart,  wch people act,,+ use
other people’s  cars instead  of their
awn. Pious hitchhikers
For many of us, an unreliable old
car isn’t the ansver,  and a new car
is. What is a “good car” rhese days?
Iht the bad news: the vast majority
of mattufaccurerr  still make smogk,
em@nes md then add D whole mess
of expensive, 6nicky equipment to
c!ean up dte exhaust. This is

especially  true in California. Most
new cars cannot be tuned at home
without complex specialized instru-
ments. This puts you at the mercy
of your friendly mechanic who may
charge a~ much as 635 per hour.
MWC of die new cats are still t”O
heavy, fat, and hungry.
The good news is that there ir a
whole new breed of cars on the
rcene, and more on the way. These
machines are epitomized  by the
Honda and the Rabbit Both cars
are front wheel drive, with the
engine mounted crossways between
the headlights. This arrangement
results in absolutely  extraordinary
interior space. The Rabbit ha more
mom in ir for 4 people and their
luggage ihan many cars weighing
twice a.~ much. Front drive gives
superior mud and snow traction,
excellent wind stability,  and
remarkable handling abilities The
crorrways engine bar 31~0 proven
safer in a cash. If yoe have not
tried one of there cars yet, you
should. In my opinion,  they
tioraughly  obsolete  most other
family type cars. It’s quite a kick
to see a Honda Civic c&nly wbirz-
ing through  the snow past a stuck
920,000 Mercedes!
Hondas have turned  out to be
excellent  cats, with the more recent
Accord model being more retined
than the rather crude Civic. Their
reliability  ir legendary.  Their waiting
list is legendary to.,, and some dealers
are showing signs of geed by posting
a $400 “dealer  prep” charge.  The
best thing about Honda is that they
have no smog equipment other than
a few minor carburetor  widgets. The







A Model Used Oil Recycling Act

.
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A Model Used Oil
Recycling Act
William A. ,rwin
Free
‘,0”3:
Environmrntal  Law Institute
Suite 620

1346 Con”ectic”t  Ave. NW
Washi”gfO”,  DC. 20036

Auto Enthusiast Directow

Autp I$nthusiast
~Directory
$3.95 postpaid

,,‘,We’re  not inferring there are dir-reputable  characters  within
the hobby a‘ old ca,s. we gua,anfee if.

Mopeds

oea, co



B Y  J I M  BURGEL

band. Rubber  ,a padded ride?) glued ontdbaod f0 dampen
vibration and noise. Welded flange wire baked onfo wheel
Proper.  Wheel base Width: 56x- standard Americs”  railway
fawe. These wheels  as described and rhaw” rmrese”t  env

membem  a n d  fw a t  o u t e r  wspenkm  p&m.

B r a k i n g : O n e  s i n g l e  c a l i b e r - t y p e  b r a k e  ad&d  to hnt
wheel [not show” in photosI. Fwr ac:uated.
Bell: procured fro,” a boat at Woods Hole,  MA.
Bi Expaience:  The railroad  bicycle  as shorn,” took three
weeks to build. most fime devoted  towards rraterial
procurement (as atwysl *noti-er 1% weeks for tria,s
before  loading up gear for a northern trip. Sleeping bags.
tent and other ~rovirionr  lashed  on before leaving for an
autumna, co,or tow. Left from SW Michigan area heading
for Traverse  City. Manv rim and varied  expsrlences  alcng
the way. Aimort evewone arks: “Winat do you da when a
train come$?’ Anwer:  “Stop. pick up the bike and get
off the track.”  With the deafening silence of rural bicycle
UBYCI.  one can hear trains far off before  any danger prerents
itrelf.  The trick is not to get hung up a” a I-o-“g tresde
near a bury yard. Close  ca116 could be the reruli.  Be careful.

Other incidencer: While rolling through Reed City.  ,Michiga”
one bright.  crisp October morn -the entourage war stopped
al a railroad  crossing  by a local policeman:  “Well.  I do ray
that Ioaks mighty ILLEGAL.” and before a ieply cwld be
offered. continued  with: “Mind if I had B ride?” Ah-!
Cl Concl”rio”r:  If railraadr  and/or bicycler are YOU, bent,
give if a try, keeping  safety ufmmt in you, mind. Junked
bicycler are to be found everywhere wifh parts and repairs
easily obtainable  along the way if needs  be. Happy cruisingI
III Bicvcle Wheat Grinders/Adaptable Power Train. Described
below are two wnersfal, working whear grinders  with the
latter flywheel arrangement adwrabIe for a “umber  gf home-
wad tasks: wheat gleaners.  pumps. churn*. generators. corn
shellers. etc., constructed by Jim Burgol.



“eXe,CiSe”  and bread avtilability.  NO trouble with chain
nor grinder slippage after one week Of Lwgr. Wheat,‘lo”r

: hatch is run through  twice to achieve adequate flour
~owi~tency.  Grinder arrangement  bar been in use one
year IOct. ‘74 ‘751 and Sill going strong.

P‘CW

A”” A‘bO,, MI 48104.



Ricycle
7 U.S.

Bicycling Science



Bicycles  in Shanghai  Street There  are no private  cars  in china

-



Geothermal Technoecosystems
and Water Cycles in Add Lands
Chrirfopher  Duffield
,976;  202 pp.
$10.00 PortPaid
hill:
“niverrity  of Arizona
Otfice Of Arid Candr Studier
845 N. Park  me.
Tucro”,  AZ 85719



Methanol & Other Ways Around the Gas Pump

Methanol & Other Ways
Around the Gas Pump

Methanol: Its Synthesis, Use As a Fuel,
Economics, and Hazards

Methanol: Its Synthesis,
Use as a Fuel, Economics, $7.50 pmtpaid
and Hazards f,O”t:
[Order No. W-217271 NTIS
David LeRo” “age” 6266 Port Royal Rd.
1976;  220 PP. Springfield.  “R 22161



The Pegasus Unit

The Pegasus Unit
,ne Lost A‘f of
O‘i"i"!g WithoUt
G&"li".?l
r&IS A. Sk"" and
Mark L. Papworth
1974; 133 pp.
$7.30 po-UPid
“0‘“:
Bookrtore
The Evergreen

Slate  College
Olympia. WA 98505
or Whole  Eardl

A bib. - Try U.S. Dept. Agr., Agricultural Research Adminis-
tration. Bureau Of AgriC”lfllrel  and tndurtrial  chemistry paper
AIG103. Bibliography on Construction, Des& Eco”&ics,
Performance, and Theory of Portable and Small Stationary
Gas Producers.  Oct. 1945. 96 pager. I, is international,
mulrilingual.  and annotated. The dare of p~b~imtion denies
if COYerage Of the postwar refr”spectiYe  a”alyIiL Of the gas
pr”d”cerr.
Or try the November 5. 1942 silecial number of the Aule
mobile Engineer. It is a good mid-war introduction  to gas
Produce, we in a large variety of vehicles 45 pages.
If you can handle Swedish you sho”ld try to find a copy of
‘Angas. If is one hell “‘an im~ressi”e e”aluafio” of their
experiences  with predominantly  wood- or charcoal-fired
producers  during WW II; somerhing  aroond 400 pager with
ill”sfratio”~  and diagramr, charts,  figures.
And if anyone really ,vanfs to get into it they rhoold start
looking  at WW II era Forermv Abstracts end Engineering
Index. There is Australia”, Canadian.  British.  French,
German.  Swedish. Finnish and other lite,af”,e “0 rhe kazoo.
Right now the whole thing looks like B dream by romeoone
who has bee” smoking back issues  of Alfem,Bve Sources of
Energy.  I guess that the price of fuels ‘or fransport would
have to triple or quadruple before we could  think abouf
using Pr”d”Cers for f,a”Sp”rf  p”rp”6e$.
John Milchd was once pre,,ari”g to do a” isue of Altema.
tive Sources  of Energy devoted to wood, with a hefty section
on gas producerr. I don’t know tiat became of the project.
The enclosed  bibliography:  Everything is pretty clear con-
cerning  how I a,,p,oacbed thesubject.  where 1 looked. what
I came up with, and annotationr  of something like 35% of
the e”tries. The availability is ““clear;  se”” $2.00 (no money
making There)  in check o, money order to Dept. Agricultural
Engineering. University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
DO”? tempt Jim Moore by making them payable to him.

Dear .I.:

I would  l i k e  t o  Commenf  upon  “0”‘ e”el”atio”  of the  book
Pegasus in the fall iswe of CQ, inform you of some of the
““erwhehning  mmr Of inf”rnlafi””  which has bee:” generated
concerning gas pr”d”cers  or generatorr,  and by my short
crifique  of Pebqsur and the inclwion  of a bibliography whici,
I compiled  to tell you $“merhing  Of my approach to eveluaf-
ing literatrre.
Pegasus 15 but ““2 step above being Shif, and that ““I” becaure
it might teach  s”mP People romething in spit? Of itself  and
has less than en outrageous  price. I judge it to be perhaps
even lower that the tvgical Mofhe, EarthlRodele technical
rhlwk. Even to a Peso” untutored  in the history of design
and we of gas o,oduce,s  a few items in the book might seem
immediately  suspicious.  What good we is served  by e,,o”e.
ously claiming  that a word should  be coined  fo describe  gas
~roducen? Such devices  are comrnmly referred  to and
indexed es gas producers. gar generatorr, and the product as
generator  or oroduce, gas in literature  which extends  ~asf
the turn of the centu,y. The Swedirh Roy?! Academy  of
Engineers  hefty book describing their wartime experience
with gas producers is apfly tided Geogas. f,om generator gas.
Next, beware the diagrams  and sketchee in the book. You
will “ore different  stvles among them and a” Occasional
foreign  word (if I remember correctly. I wouldn’t walk to
the next room to look at if unless  it was to point out how to

86

I hope fhaf you find my comment6 and the bib. of inferesf
and we. I’m looking  forward to ‘UW,C copier of CQ.

The Anaerobic Digestion of Livestock Wastes
to Produce Methane
(1946June  1975:  A Bibliography with Abstract4
Gregg Shaddock  and James A. IMoore
1975: 1030”.
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The great methane bubble
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Wood Heat

BY J. BALDWIN

Shortages and high cost of conven;ional  fuels have
encouraged many people to turn to wood. Too many,
probably, for this country’s wood supply to service
over the long haul unless disciplined forest manage-
ment is practiced. This seems to be an unlikely
prospect until there are shortages of wood too; cord-
cutting is a quick profit business. lf obviously takes
a lot /es time to cut and burn a tree than it takes to
yrow one. How many of You  who burn wood plant
?rees?  Of course, you can justifY  using ‘downed
wood, ” but that is taking needed soil nutrients and
if deprives certain wildlife  of necessary shelter and
food. You can burn ‘:Flash”cuttings  and stumps
!r?ff over from lumbering - but this is defininirely  a
iimited  resource and it smacks a bit of secretly con-
doning the awful lumbering methods that result in
slash. Kather  like  not thinking about where your
hamburger really  comes from. A great many wood-
burning civilizations have completely destroyed
thei?  forests fold China, for example) and many
othen are well on the way (India and many South
American counrries.l  In this country we plant

approximately one tree for each ten cot, so we
aren’t safe either. Wood may be renewable but it
isn’t inexhaustible unless managed. Even that
holds a possibility of soil depletion over a long
period of time.

Whether you are going to be honest about it and
manage a woodlot  (or buy from a managed lot),  or
whether you are going to transfer a fossil fuel arti-
tude  to wood burning and ignore the real issues as
long as you  are warm today, it will pay to use as
little wood as possible. This means good insulation
and a weather-tiyhr  building (rarely seen in a rural
setting) and good equipment. Tradition isn’t always a
good indicator of efficiency either. Our forefathers
saw the forests as inexhaustible and if their high-
ceilinged houses leaked a lot of heat, they just put on
another log. Look at the gigantic size of many
colonial fireplaces! Even the famous “Frsnklin  Stove”
is an energy hog. (Though Ben Franklin’s origbml  was
not What we have today are cheap imitations of the
cheap imitations of his day.) In any case, an in-



creased “se of wood as
fuel is going to add pres-
sure to an alreadY over-
loaded environment as
the demand for trees
increases and as air pol-
lution is increased from
the burning. Such co”-
terns make wood born-
ing not quite a simple
fire in the fireplace on
a rainy night.

In the hardware depart-
meni  a/so there is con-
troversy. “My Ashley is

better than “our Trolla!”
and every other possible

combination of brand
,,, /oYa&, myth, and un-

founded claim  is heard
these days. Professor

Jay Shelton, one of the authors of The Woodburner’s
Encyclopedia, has actually  run tests on m,-ny stoves
under laboratory conditions in an effort to settle
some of the arguments. I don’t know whether he
has settled them or not. Mow / hear. “Yes, but his lab
is different than my adobnnd  like that. /t’s clear
that there will have to be a lot more research if we
are really  going to know what  we are doing. /‘//
guess that certain stoves are best for certain struc-
tore-s, weather, and wood type. Best is probably to
ask around, as there are many lo:a/problems. For
instance, did you know that burning driftwood just
eats  the he/l o”t of steel  stoves? The salt. f/ can
hear it now. “8ut~ stove has been fed driftwood
right here in Coos Bay for 35 years and it’s just like
Ned!“)  Ah we//. Here are some books on the subject,
andsome  stoves that our readers seem to like. We
haven’t had any letters on what readen  dislike,
probably because it’s too embarrassing to spend $300

on a turkey. For sure you  should shop around. Many
stoves are heavily discounted. And keep in mind what
you’re doing to our trees .

Tbe Woodburner’s Encvclo~edii



The CompMe  Book of
Heatine  .:‘itn IVord

‘VJ”:
Garden Way Publishing Co
Charlctte,  VT 06446

hmklin ‘r “‘PENNSYL  “ANlnN ,W!EPLA  CE”

‘,O”K
The overlook Press
The Viking Prerr.  Inc.
625 Madisw  Ave.
New York  city
NY 10022

Stove Book
‘a R?id  and  lnhn Peck
1977; 111 pp.

$5.95 postpaid

from:
St. Mar:in’r Prs1,  Inc.
176 Fifth Ave.
New York.  NY 7 WlJ

Donald R. Bran” -.
1974: 242 pp.

$3.50 wW,aid

How to Install a Fireplace

Planning  and Building
Your Fireplace
Marcyrei  and
Wilbur F. Eastman
1976:124m.

$4.95

from:
Garden Way  Publishing Co.
Charlotte,  VT 06446
or Whole Earth



flood Stove Buyer’s Guide

: Wood Burning Quarterly
$B.OO/“,.
‘ram:



Blazing Showers

Blazing Showers
Manual
$2.50 Postpaid
‘mm:
Bluing  Showers
P.O. BOX 327
Point *rem. CA 95468

Mexican water heater

The Lorena  Cookstove



Pioneer Lamus and Stoves Co.

Pioneer Lamps and stoves
Catalog
$4.00 I)ostwid

Another long-forgotten de-
sign, the B&M NO. 5 is the
largest  and most  e+!,ciert
potbelly  On the market
tuday.  lt’f tear-drop rha~e,
three-legged stanm, and ex-
aggerated heaf dame make
modern folkr  !xuse  and
wnde,.  Althwgh  available
in three sizes.  the doors and
fireboxer oi the larger
models are betre: ‘or wood.

I” cannonballs,  wood OMC
six inctler kmg burns  best

,’ in block iafhe,  than iengthr.
81ockl  settle togriherwhile
: ‘burning in the bowl-rhaped

~firebax.  dlur  maintaining
,” comb”rtion  until every-
,: fking  is burned. A,, cast
i ‘pro”,  all American made,
,: allow four weeks  to,
,’ delivery , $900.00.

,~ August West Chimney
~‘Swee:,  Handbook
$ 9 . 5 0 ,mrfpaid

Complete  sweep Equipment  Kit

$ 1 3 8 5 . 0 0  Iincludes  TOP rat)
fW”Y
August  We6f  International
33’Rae Lane
Norwalk, CT 06850

The markef  is hvge  and growing - what it fakes  is education.
The advertising I’ve “red here in Connecticut doer two things.
one. it tells pmp,e they  have a Serio”E  problem in their  home
and unless  they have their chimney cleaned the”  face the
real danger of chimney tire. I “se outside,  authoritatiw
IO”rCee  ‘0, ttlir message - people like tile National  Fire Pro-
ted”” Arrociation.  And two, my advertiring  makes them
smile. l’w heard of chimne” svee,,s working in cwe,all~ and
trying  to prelenf  themselver  a6 servicemen. Well they’re  right,
it’. a EMviCe.  e”t it’s a much more attractive Iervice when

the guy doing it looks like a 19th Century fradesman,  with all
ihat fhal  im~lier: hanerty,  rim~licity,  a h~,i> degree of dedi-
cation. and a sense  of humar. A!, there qualities are sadly
lacking in the buriness  world, but  I felt that  a6 a chimney
rwe,,, I kd a golden o~~orfunity  to bring some of them
back. I think  I Cal ray it’s paid  Off - in the term Of happy
c”s,o”,?n  and a healfhy  bank account.

- JB
Sotz  Wood Splitting Maul
$19.95 eaOf  Of MiBlil$iPPi
$21.70 Wrft Of MiOli.liPPi

sotr COipOcatio”
23797 Swague Road
COl”rnbk3  station, OH 44028

The

--JB
The Stickler from:

mKm.l laPProx.l
Taos  Equipmenf  Ma”“fact”re,r.  1°C.
$2.0.  BOX ,565
Tam,  NM 87571
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Some people called him “The Undarground  Man.”
Some people called him “The Human Mole.” Some
people laughed at him and called him names and
said he was crazy. His parents in Sicily thought
all of America was laughing at him. One woman
refused to marry him unless he built her a house
above ground. He never got married.

His name was Baldasare Forestiere  and he came to
this country in 1902. He was 21 years old. the son
of a wealthy Sicilian fruit grower. s man seeking
his own fortune and personal independence in a
new land. Little did he know that literally it
would be “ic” the land.

tie didn’t speak a word of English and the only
work he could get was digging the Kew Yolk
subway syswn,. That was the bejinning  of his
underground life. It didn’t take him lxg to raaize
all the money he made went for fwd and rent 2nd
the only land he dug beionged  v, the citv of
New York.

He wanted his own land. He wanted uine\,artis  and
cxhards.  He wanted to plant his own rooks.  !n
:904 Baldasare  Forestiete  m o v e d  to Fresno, whwe
he bought 700 acres of land only to d;scover  that
beneath the surface wa> a layer  01 har&,an,  the
third hardest natural rock in the earth. He cu,nrd
his luck almost as vioiendy  as he cursed the hot
California climate he wasn’t used to.

Then he got an idea: Why not live  in this hard
ground? It wouldn’t support fruit, but maybe it
would support him - protect him from the harsh
California sun.

So he started digging. Forty years later he was
still digging.

When he died of pneumonia in 1946. he had
completed more than 90 underground rooms.



passages and courts covering seven acres of land.
He dug a chapel, an 800.foot  automobile tunnel
and a huge, 5,000-square-foot  room -
a,, underground.

“Aii th% I have done is for nothing, for it required
very little money. pethaps  $300,” he told a
reporter for the Fresno Bee in 1924. At first he
supported himself by working for other farmers.
But in time he had his own fertile land and other :’
people working for him, so he could spend most
of his time digging.

And dig he did. He dug most rooms 10 feet under-
ground, each with an open hole to the surface for
iight and water. and each with a fruit tree in a
planter immediately below. He had one level 23
feet below and another few rooms 35 feet below
the surface.

His main tools were hand toois:  A pick, a shovel.
a wheelbarrow. A horse and smell scraper were

used to move large rocks. Sometimes he would
allow his brother Giuseppe to help with the cement
work, but es soon es Giuseppe left he would
completely redo his brother’s work.

“I have been doing this for fun,” Baldasare once
told a reporier. “Money? What do I want With

money? If I had a million dollars I couldn’t spend
: it. Neither could you. Nobody could. I em broke

but the cavern and all the work it represents are
: worth more than a million dollars to me.”

Today it’s cal!ed  the “Forestiere Underground
Gardens,” located just seven  miles north of dow!l-
town Fresno,  two blocks east of Freeway 99 on
West Shaw Avenue.

At first all you see are a bunch of “b&xi”  giowiiig
out of the dirt. Look closer, however, and you’ll
notice these “bushes” are actualiy  the tops of trees
growing from deep underground. There’s one citrus
tree 22 feet below :he surface - just one tree
growing seven different fruits: Navel oranges,
Valencia oranges, cedrons. tangerines, sweet lemons,
sour lemons and grapefruit.

There are aI30 pomegranate trees and pear trees and
persimmon trees and a1mor.d  trees and palm date
trees and ;nu,berry  trees and strawberry trees. Y;s
- Baldasare Forestiere grew strawberries on trees!

There are red grapes and green grapes and rosemary
and myrtle. all growing underground, all growing
toward the skylights thar Forestieie  planned, shaped,
controlled, designed to give incredible life to his
underground world.

There are fireplaces and benches and shelves etched
out of the stone walls. There are arches and tunnels
and grottos and patios and gardens everywhere.
There’s a pond where Forestiere used to store fresh



fish he caught in the San Joaquili  River until he
was ready to zat them.

There’s anotixr  pond - a glass~bortom  pnnd  15 feet
below ground where he used to keep exotic fish.
And 10 feet below that is another area where he
could sit and look up at the fish and the skylight
above them.

There’s a weli fcr x.vater  2nd “sump pits” ?G d;ain
the winter rains and an underground bathtub with
a hose leadin to a metal tank above ground where
the sun would heat his bathwater. And there’s one
huge room, 35 by 100 feet, which Foresttere
dreamed of turning into ac underground restaurant.
but he died before it was completed.

“There’s a whole lifetime down here.” said Rosario
(“Hick”)  Forestiere, new 48. who ased  TV ~fay
hide-and-seek in “Uncle Baldi&” caverns. “There’s
one hell of a lifetime down hero.”

Rosatio remembers his ~uncle well. He remembers
how Ur& Baldie  would bless and kiss each plant
he put into the soil - each branch he grafted onto
his citrus trees. He wnembp~s  his uwle making
his own wine and calling it “Sangre di Christo”
- “the blood of Christ.” He remembers Baldasare
in from of hi; old radio listening to Lowell Thomas.
Or sitting in his underground study reading Eleanor
Roosevelt and B2oth Tarkinqton in M&II’s
Magazine. “He was newr at a loss for words,”
Rosario  said. “He read a lot afid used a lot of big
words I never  understood.”

During World War II Baldasare  violently criticized
the American government for putting his Japanese
neighbors in detention camps. “Everyone thought
he was unpatriotic,” Rosario said. “I remember

“I uszd fo love b e i n g  \vilh  hiv.”  Rosar~o  said. “ 1
used to !ove  watchir,g llirri  work. I rernembe,~  once
! criticized him for rnt making his ai;dergiou id
rooms perfectly round. ‘Any focal  cat take a piece
of string and make it round!’ he shouted. “To
make it crooked and lhaw it look nice - that’s
the real work” ”

Today Rosario  and KS wife inrraine  keep five of
Baldasare’s “rigire!  see.: acres open to the public.
But because of financial problems and the hard rans
of the winter c: ?977-78.  the Underground Gardens
will ncx !v open Jaily until the s~‘mmer of 1978.
Contact b>dergrouad Gardens, 5011 Vu’. Sihae,
A v e n u e ,  F:ev!o. CA 93711 (2U9 4853281 J
for more infxmation.

“God, you’ll never know how much I regrei never
meeting Uncle Bald&” said Lorriane.  tie man ieri
into the Forestiere family long after Baldasali
had died. “.&ld yet I feel like I4ave mat hill,”
she says. “I keep lookinn  at ths:+ walls and seeirs
his life all around me. I keep saying: Hey,
Baldasare - ?hank  you! Thank yoti for opening
something up in rw!

“I can’t help if,” she rays. “You can feel it. You
can sense it. Lonk around. Look at %se walls
and arches and gardens. Look at this world down
here. You can see how much he loved people
- you can 5% how rmxh he loved iife!” a

The bedroom: Arch leads to outdoor ba,hNb







B Y  M A L C O L M  W E L L S



mt::::-itional,.  icartcrin~  offices and fdct”ries  all over the
wes1?in world. But doing them gave me a chance to see
some  very old and very  beauiifu!  cities. and that made all
the difference. Only in the mmt ancient and overgrown of
rhem did rbe  buildings begin to take on that vine-and-
wildtlowq kind of adornment you might cdl planetary
appropriaxncss.  The les people interfered, the mox the
living world moved in and took over. “All work,” said
Henry Thoreau, “passes out of the hands of the architect
into the hands ofnature,  to be perfected.”

You might think the wildflowers were  trying to tell
us something.



Cherry lli!lL  NW Jersey, is a lavishly rich, trashy subdrt  0:
xearby Phihdclphia.  My office is a tiny place on a tiny  kc,
wedged between a freeway and a Sewer.  when I bought Thl
property (fur S?“Oi)  all I could see were a few scabs of old
asphalt on a patch of barren subsoil. It was dead; all the
way down ?be scaie  fram furrst  1” woods to farm f” suburb
10 abandoned bi~brua~  c”“~t~“cfio”  yard.
Now, five years  later, 1:‘s  almost  a jungle, even though I:”
topsoii  arid no ferti!ir% have ever bee” used, and a building
now underlies ;t!most  half the rootspace.  The secrets:
plenty of mu,cb and II fc key starter-plants. (And, well,
maybe we did do jw a !iflle  weeding, if I must teii the
truth, but only enough  to establish a” artificial diversity
until  ” more “alwal di,wsity couid iezstablisb  itself.) Now,
when  we tell our clients buw t” tind choice building sites
we always urge them IO pick the womt  ones, not the best,
as we were  alwys  ta”&t to do. Noiv  people can see for
themrclvei  how easy and how graritying  it is to mtore a
bit of this :mmpled continent.

The bigpes:  surprise here was the wildlife. How home  of
it mmnged :h~ trip I hate  to nnagine,  with that godawf”!
six-lane bigbwry  to CIOSS,  but get here if did. Vie have
squirrels, rubbi,~,  z, ground,,“&  mapping  turties,  box
tortoises, posrums.  rats, mire, moles (speaking af
appropriateness),  insects, and 23 squadrons of birds.
One viritcx  even claimed 2” have spotted a Yeti, but that
particuhr  sighting i: still nut considered official.
We feed the birtis.  oi ?““r?z,  but we fed them  at the old
office “eil  door, to”,  and they “ever came in such
profusl3n.  Ccrdinals,  redwings, mockers, doves, tits,
gracklx, mriicgr,  chickadees, juncos,  sparrows, pheasants,
robins, z”d jw. I’d heard that all you  had to do was
prouids a habitat  in crder  for wildlife to reappear, but I
never really beliewd it, “ol until  I saw it far myself. Now,
after oniy a Cxv years,  many of tReoe  animals  think  our
sunken co”rtyard  is their  rightful home, and a Lot of haman
viiitors  have bee” startled to see a rapidly departing zabbit
going up the very  stepi  that they were  ping dew” - “I t”
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: :~f,EKB’Il  TIILC 1,” USE  C”?
i.;dcr ii,<, hi,,. Tbef,eesio,idi,,g  r,e,iis  shades  rbe  window  bnnd in summer, lets  SWI t/rough
,I/ ,ti,,,er. ,r,doon.~  si,r  ,,I. I u,,, il ,ooms r,ve,,ookb~g  o reemergbzg  norive  laudscope.

From the top: mu!,,, on eorrh  on fibrous mot “H drainage pebbles on prolective
boards on permeck!e,  closed-cell insulorion board on vapor-proof waterproofing
on rhe srru’uc~ure  itrelfi It’s  owof rhe systems  that seem to have o lo, of promise.
We’ve hod good resrdtr  from ,/16”  bury1  sheels,  bur orher people like the
liquid-applied more,io,s.

A TRICKY DETAILING JOB

Ifpori ofyour roof is exposed f”
P,e wearhery”” “toy w”“, 1” put
Ihe ,ooJing  mn*erio,s  -me  wore,-
proofing-on the “ufe, surface.
Jusf be swe 1” p,“vide  vents  for
rhe wafer  vapor fhor builds UP
over and under rhe insuladon.
An”t,,e,p,“blem:  prolecfing the
exrerior  waN insuhtion from
,hings like basebolls.  We often
use rementplorre,  on merolloth
noried  I” treored  wood memben
bolted  ,” rhe rrrucru,ui  wall.
Norise  thor the wall  insulation
can be rhinne, os if gets  owoy
from the outdo”, rem,oe,o,“,e
exf,er”es.



Some of the most  frequently asked
WDERGRO”ND  QUESTIONS..

1. \Yhat  about tree roots;  won’t they  damage the structure?
I” my four years of experience so far I’ve Jee”  no
indication of this. The harticulrural  experts I know
explain it this way: mats  seek water; if no wtfer
gets into, or through, the roofing sheet  then the
roots will have no motive for trying to do so.

2. How much do undermound  buildinb  cost?
I could hedge on this and talk about life-cycle costs.
but if you want to know about initial costs the
indications are that  the total canstruction  budaet

Being a New Jersey  architect, I can’t say from direct
experience, but undaground  buildings, being
inherently stranger than conventional buildings,



to these build&
4. Ain’t  undegmund  buildin@  .Jqxersin%?

Go back and read !he .‘-‘i...,~w,r;,,i ,u,!iie. You.~/_  .,._.....  i
Weox’*  paying attention.

5. Don’t underground building destroy the very sites they’re
intended to save? Aren’t underpound  streams affected, too?

First of& we refuse to build in mature fm;rts.  on
prime agricultural land, or on we!!an&  and flood
plains. Our goal is to restore  dying  !and.  end. as
for subsurface conditions, the undsrsgound  n,u”rr,,cnf
in architecture is so n~iniscule  it hardly poses a
threat, but the day may come when it could. No
bUlding  should be attempted withou!  rathel~ detailed
studier of the subsoil conditions. Such stud&  can
help prevent most  subsurface damage.  And it seems
likely that by the time underground buildings become
even  a minor force on the construction SC~OC the
body ofknowledze  being built up around them should
be adequate to prevent underground damage of the
kid we’ve  infticted  above groand.



that  drives  the frost as deep  B; i6”. Karing  tried
difkeienr  roil mixes and depths, 1 now favor iigbier-
weight gardens  with more  mulch. Generally.  abwt
I?“ of mulch on. say, 18” ot,@t-wcigb!  Ceartb  +
verrnicu!itc’?)  soii  seems  to be a good  cxnpromise.  But
in my case you must remanher  !a replenish the mulch,
at ieast  until lusty growth occuc(.  Mulch tends to
decompar  and disappear. (Ah. ifon!y rhrddded
pper didn’t iook so rnwh iike iittei on the roof!)

7. Doesn‘t all this ;ake a lot of land? If you Can’t  build
high-rise buildings where will you put ail the people?

Earth-covered buildings are so quiet and so appealing
they offer us a chance to build very  dense housing.
Some of the most densely-populated parts of the world
(The Nethedands, Greenwich V;Uage,  etc.) are low
rise areas, for the most part. If this were just a new
suburbon  fad we wouldn’t be so enthusiastic about it.
Gentle architecture has got to apply to city and suburb
dike - and soon, too - if there is to be any hope of
rearing this insanity we call architecture today.

8. Aren’t underground building damp?
Yes, if their  inherent characterisrics  are overiooked.
Wxm, moist snrntner  air will drop its load of moisture
on any  cool surface, nnd underground buildings can
have delightfully COO, surfxes  in the summertime.
There are two choices: dry the air or warm  the walls.
The right answer depends upon too many factors to
discuss here buildine mass. Inca, climate. twe of
ocwpancy,  power so&es.  etc. - but that’a,kwer wi”
simost certainly Cost less in dollar and energy tams
than any conventional architectural solution.

9. Isn’t this a kind of non-arebitecture?  Don’t we need to
have impressive and dramatic building?

If you want to see non-architecture, look around you.
We’ve maxaged  to pervert what was once  a noble
earth art. And as for impressive buddings,  how would
you rate a hillside ablaze with wildflowers - with
windows ,00!4*g  out “fit?

10. Isn’t underground architecture more  wasteful than above-
ground architectire?  Don’t massive special s(Nctwes use
far more of our dwindling mources  than  light-weight
structures do?

The subject at band is life. To kil!  livirm land forThe subject at band is life. To kil! living land for
50 or 100 years by covering it50 or 100 years by covering it with dead boxes and
asphalt cm in no way be favorably cosqmred  withasphalt cm in no way be favorably cosqmred  with
bsildiing  in such a way as to let the land not onlybsildiing  in such a way as to let the land not only
survive but :ht,ve  for a eentwv OI two. And ofsurvive but :ht,ve  for a century OI two. And of
course the energy  comparison goes out of sight after
ten or fifteen years. Don’t be misled, the advantages
of conventional architecture are just like the advan-
tages of theft: large and immediate - iiyou  disregard
all morel  considerations. Otherwise, there’s no
comparison. We’ve let a felony called conventional
architecture go unpunished far too long. s
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The (Pwner-Builder  and the Code



ll~e Glass  House



Since virtually all the authorities - utilities, building
codes and the Federal government -are agreed that
in terms of energy conservation, the more insulation
in a building the better, it i: worth hearing from one
of the only voices around saying that it simply ain’t
so. The voice belongs to Jav  L. McGrew. civil,
mechanical and chemical engineer, former space
scientist (he worked on heating and cooling design
for the moon shots), and currently president of his
own R & D company. Applied Science and Engineer-
ing, near Denver.l

McGrew does not deny that more insulation will cause
less heat loss; he simply argues that beyond a certain
point. there are other, simpler, cheaper things to do
to heating systems that will canserve  far more energy
than can be achieved by stuffing more insulation into
the walls. His data is not warmly received by the
insulation manufacturers I”Johns-Mansvilie,”  says
McGrew. “has lobbyists in every state in the union.“);
the gas companies are upset with his alternatives; and
McGrew increasingly finds himself telling legislators
drafting energy conservation codes that they simply
don’t know what they are talking about. All of which
tends to make his arguments into something of a one-
man crusade, albeit a crusade with hard data.

For the last year or so, McGrew’s company has been
monitoring the energy use and heat loss of existing
housing in the Denver area.2 The data gathered from
this whole systems approach points to gas furnace
design and operation as a prime area for improved
energy conservation. McGrew adds, “In terms of
having the greatest impact on national energy con-
servation, the two simplest things to do are to adjust
gas furnaces so they operate more efficiently, and to
install room air circulators.” (See box.)

GAS FURNACES

Natural gas is used for more than half of the space
heating in the U.S. The most common system is
natural gas/forced air, in which the gas burns and
warms  a cast iron heat exchanger. Air blown
through the heat exchanger is warmed and continues
throcgh ducts into the house. These systems are

cheap, safe and maintenance free. but their design
criteria assumes natural gas to be cheap and plentiful,
which has been the cace until recently. But no
longer and increasingly less in the future.

McGrew claims a gas/forced air system is “marginal
as a heat transier device because it dces  not maximize
the overall efficiency of the f.irnace.” For example,
the American Gas Association (AGAl. the industry’s
self-regulating body, rates the efficiaxies of gas
furnaces. A typical figure of 75% efficiency means
75% of the heat produced goes out of the iurnace
into the building and the other 25% is lost UP the
gas vent stack.

The catch is that these ratings are for the furnace
dog!.,  not the whole system of furnace, blower, and
duct-work thvoughout  the house. Also, the rating
considers a furnace that is on and warmed up,
although in actual use of course the furnace cycles an
and off repeatedly - when it is off the heat exchanger
loses its heat up the stack. Taking the whole system’s
efficiency into account, as McGrew has done in his
Denver study, results in average efficiencies for gas/
forced air systems of 20.30%.

This kind of figure is what has the gas utilities up in
arms with McGrew. but since tlxy are a measure of
BTUs burned versus BTUs delivered ia a room as heat,
they are much more meaningful than the AGA rating
of an isolated furnace in a testing lab.3 Adds McGrew,
“A furnace contractor can tell you the AGA rating,
but none of them are able to tell you rhe actual
efficiency when the furnace is hooked up to the air
ducts of a house.“4

What helps? Turning down your thermostat does not
affect the size of the flame in the furnace, and neither
does closing heat registers in empty rooms. McGww’s
solution is to reduce the orifice size of the gas jet,
which reduces the size of the flame. Turning down
the gas flow would accomplish the same thing, hop,.-
fully getting more heat into the rooms than goes up
the stack, but gas companies are - with some
justification - horrified at the idea of Mr. or Mrs.
Average Customer fiddling with the :urnacr.



Another w&v to increase efficiency is to cycle  more
air through the ducts. Putting a larger diameter
pulle’f on the fan end of the blowr drive belt will
help, or even adding a squirrel cage blower to fort?
more air to circulate.

McGrew also thinks the average furnace is way over-
sized. “A typical furnace is deilgned to have a lid
duty cycle on the coldest dav of the year.” says
McGrew. “This means that on that day the furnace
runs only l/4 of the time. That ~furnace is 4 times
too big on thr^  co!des:  dz, ;f the yeai it rhou!d b e
running all the ;ime.” The standard contractor’s rule
of thumb in sizing a furnace for a house is that the
furnace should ,n,duce 100 6TUs of heat for each
square foot of floor space. McGrew believes 20. 25
RTUrhq.  ft. ot floor is adequate to do the job.

Since manufacturing fiberg!ass  insulation requires a
lot of energy, McGrew is not in favor of squandering
the final product. Especially when a typical home
has 60 square inches of holes intentiowllv poked
t~hrough  its insulated skin, all of them losing heat to
the outside. (Furnace 2nd hot water heater vents~
bathroom vents,  kitchen range exhatisr  hood vent.
and clothes dryer vent.1

With these kinds of leaks going untended, and with
gas furn..ces  b,:dsting  more heat than they deliver,
McGrew’s d;ta indicates that it is just throwing
money away to use mom than 3-l/2 inches of
insulition  in either the walls or ceiling of a house.
Three and I half inches in the ceiling doesn’t even
fr?et the FHA code minimum srandard;  and many
new hauses are now beir,g framed with 2 >i 6. instead
of 2 X 4. wails specifically so they can carry thi.zker
insulation in those walls.

Instead of modifying a poor design. or changing a
carelesc  constructioil  practice. our consumer economy
would always p:efer  to sell us a new solution. or at
least more of something we already have. Jay
VeGrew’s  wzasurements  mean that an insulation
sales pitch couched in the rhetoric of energy conser-
vation may not be the whole story. m
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This Davis, California, subdivision has solar hearing, bike paths, crop land and room for goats and clrickcns

B Y  R I C H A R D  NILSEN

Photographs  by Dolid Edwords

Low cost energy-conserving shelter has been around In October, 1975, Davir became the first city in the
now far some time; it tends to be owner-built, inno- country to recognire these kindr  of e’igcts when it
votive  and rural. At the other end of the scale, the adopted the study’s recommendations into its build-
person with $100,000 to spend on a custom home ing code. Jon Hammond, one of the study ‘edden.
has an ever widening variety of soft tech hardware to and now with Living Systems in inearby  Wnterr,
choose from. But what about middle class home California, puts it moie bluntly “Thi$ IS the first
buyeri, where or how do they get to take advantage code which has ever recognized that there is a sun in
of the recent advances in energy efficient home design? the sky, 2nd that iti position affects the heating and

One of the first, andso far only, developments tooffer
cooling of buildings.”

energy efficient middle income housing is Village Most building cedes are prescriptive, specify;ng the
Homes of Davis, In!ifornia. Developer Mike Corbett details of construction. The Davis energy standards
spent three years rvorking  to get Village Homes off the are wri&n as d performance code, allowing builders
ground. and to date has 55 single family homes finished to choose their own methods and materials, so long
out of a projected total of 240 on his 69 acre rite. as the finished building does not 1bxd.e  a heat loss

exceeding 150 BTU/sq. ft. of floor space for single
Davis Performance Code family residences (the standards get tighter for

T!le development might still be on the drawing boards
!drger  buildings).

it it wasn’t for the progressive attitvder  of the Davis
City government. Spurred by a group of university
students, the city and the University of California at
Davis funded a rtudv* of enerev efficient housine

The Search for an Alternative

Ii’ Mike Corbett’s subdivision is unusual, his own
stow is not. The son of a home builder. he saw his

design in 1973. The Arab oil embargo  that year shar; of typical American suburban life: His family
proved fortllitour  and helped legitimize the study, moved several times in the rapidly expanding Sacra-
as millions oi Americans were given time to meditate me:ito  subtlrbs;  five years was the longest he lived
on the firite nature of world resources while waiting in any one hruse. By the mid-1960s be was building
in gas lines all across the country. CUSTOM homes on his own. In the late 1960s he re-

Some interesting data resulted from the Davis study.
In one apartment complex it war found that an east-
facing top floor unit required six times as much energy
for summer cooling as did a ground floor north-facing
unit. The air conditioner was fighting the morning
sun shining in the east-facing windows. That’s simple
enough, but the point is. no we had ever thouaht  to

turned to school at Davis, studying architecture and
psychology. He was aware of the stigma attached
to him as a builder by some of his more radical
friends, and was also exposed in his studies to the
social consequences of poorly planned suburban
sprawl loss of farm land, increased dependence
on cars, unhappy teenagers,  increased crime.

raise these quest/ens  before. Tired of the status quo, Corbett set out in the early

* .4 strotea-Y  Paor E”eyy  +mservntion,  51 pp., P*PLlrbaEt$.
1970s with thirty other families to look for a piece

Ei 95694.
5 30 POPtImid from I*“~ smtems.  at. , BOX 170. W,“PR. of land on which they could jointly build 2 commu-

nity. After nine months of unsuccessful searching,
the group fell apart, but Mike and his wife kept
looking. They found the Village Homes site and
bought it, with a small group of friends as investors.



.The biggest single hurdle was convincing a balk :G
loan money for the front end improvements the
development  would need, like survcyin&  paved
streets .md water hook-ups. Although Corbctt’s
basic idea was simple a development with larger
greenbelts and fewer houses .- bankers were leery
of his innovations. Corbett tried no ICIS  than
eight banks and s,lvingj  and loons  before he linally
found anyone who would say yes. And along  the
way he had to scrap some of his ‘nnovationr, most
notably a plan to hook every eight houses into their
own septic system instead of using the city sewers.

The lots are not large, waging four io five thousand
square feet, but this allows more land to be kept in
greenbelts, both for the 1/3xre common areas that
are shared by every eight houses and for permanent
agricultural lands within the development that are
set aside for crops, pastures, orchards and vineyards.
Fully 40% of the total area of Village Homer is in
grecnbe!ts,  more than any conventionally developed
subdivision in existence.

Corbett is building 213 of the hovres  himself; half
of thc>e  are on speculat;on  and half are c~~stom
homes. Other contractors ar? building the rest, Kith
only about 10% of the homes owner-built. The
houses are not large, varying in size from 900 to
2,iiIO square feet, with the average house aboul
‘I ,400 square feet. They range in price fFom $3: ,000
to $75,000, and if this definition of middle income
housing causer raised  eyebrows, it must be reaiized

that these prices are competitive with other new hous-
ing in the Davis area, and that this whole venture was
launched and is succeeding during some of the greatest
inflation in building costs in history.

Houses o~cr $50,009 take three to four months to
sell; for l,he ones under this amount there is a waiting
list. But the profit margin on the lower priced houses
is small, and in effect they are subridired  by the sale
of the more expensive homes. Although Corhett is
both developer and builder, he is very careful to keep
the sale of lots separate from :he~sale  of homes.
Homes are financed by individual construction laws,
but an occasional cost  over-run on a house must not
affect the balance sheet for the development. Says
Corbett: “If this idea is wer going to be replicated
elsewhere, it is absolutely essential that this first
development be profitable.”

Design Features

The alternativeenergy  md conservation features of the
house:  are evolving as tie building goes along. Not all
of the early bows have solar hot water heating, but
on the l:,er ones it is now standard. Public accept-
ance had a lot to do with it, 1s Village Homes designer
;ohn Hofacre explained: “A year ago we could hardly
sell solar hot water heating, but now there’s a big
demand.” Hofacre attributer this change to higher
utility bills, increased public awareness of the finite
nature of natural resources  (California’s two year old
drought has been a considerable consciousness raiser),



and plain old peer group pressure. “When you walk
down the bloc; and notice that every hwse on it has
II solar colle~toi,  you want one too,” said Hofxre.

Davis’ climate makes it e55enti.a that building design
and hardware work both  for summer cooling and
winter heating. Mild winter5 bring only “ccasion~i
freezing 2nd ;n average temperature during December
and january of 45” F. The average summer tempera-
twe for the hottest month is only 75”,  but this figure
alone i5 misleading. Afternoon coastal breezes can
easily cool a 95” high to a 55” low at night, bLlt when-
ever these winds fail, the summer high can go to 110”
and the low to only 70”. In other words, summer
nights are cool, but the days are hot.

because  of design features that include tile roofs, good
insulation, light colored exteriors, minimal east and
west windows, and overhangs to keep the summer sun
out of southern windows, Village Homes requires no
energy for summer air conditioning. Because of the
mild winters, passive solar space heating works well.
A tile floor that soaks up winter sun through southern
windows ail day and then re-radiates that stored heat
at nigh: is a good example. In Davis a properly
des!g,xd  and insulated house can provide 40 - 60%
of the total winter heating needs. The more expen-
sive aciive solar space heating systems using solar
panels  or other hardware are capable in Davis of
providing 60. 70% of the total winter heat.

The added cost of there energy saving and energy
collecting extras for a 1,400 square foot hou5e are
shown below.

* $1,500 for solar hot Water
. 700 for double-pane glass in windows

* 50 for R-25 insu/,lIion  in the roof (more
than if the normal R-19 thichne55
wxs used)

a 500 for better quality aluminum sash
window frames, which don’t leak air
at the joints

-3 10 for inwlation of the hot water iines
in the concrete slab floor

9 2,400 for the tile floors or water-filled drum-
wails of a passive solar  space he;iting
system. This figure also includes the
c”5t  of a Inatural gas forced air b.lck~
up heating system, although some of
the newer houses are using wood stoves
for back-up systems, which are
considerably cheaper.

or

* 5,000 for an active solar space heating system.

There is 2” extra cost involved in using water-sning
toilets and shower heads, or in properly alignin<  the
house to face the south.

Solar Rights

One of the considerations still being worked out by
the Homeowners Association at Village t!“mes,  and
by the city of Davis, is solar rights. You spend the
extra money for solar coIIctor5 and doubl;  paed
glass and six months later your new next do”: neigh-
bor decides to piant  a row of poplar trees. What, or
who, gives?

The formulation under discussion in Davis would say
that nothing can shade any of the south-facing glass or
solar collectors on a house for more than 40% of the
total hours each day that the st!n  could fall on them.
This 40% figure is further broken down to 20% in the
morning and 20% in the afternoon,, and it can only be
theearly morning and m afternoon sunlight that
is blocked, in other words, when the shadows are
longest. These early and late rays hit any window
or coliector  at quite an angle anyway, and many of
them will be reflected away rather than penetrating.
What it is crucial to preserve are the midday hours
of direct sunlight. With such a regulation in force,
it is easy to visualize a lot of tree pruning and clock
watching going on each year around the time of the
winter solstice.

Village Homes has expanded the horizons of the Davis
city government and regulatory bureaucracy, and has
managed not to alienate them. The same is not true
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/ take one of the central evils of our rime 1% be *ho., .b ,:ezdy ~ncioac:imeni of universal hquidity,  where everything
is readily transferable into everything else, a relentless marketplace planet with everything for sa/e. Nothing
remains truly nadve or isolate. lt is all ml;ch to” quick and connected and dangerously unstable.

Examine in this lighl the possibly healthful functions of difficult language translation, trade tariff, border official
bribe, suspicion of strangers, “I money exchange fee; of variant legal systems, ethical systems, measuring systems.

Crossing each of those transPti”ns involves a delay lgoodl, a bringing to consciousness of otherwise unconsidered
routines lgoodl,  a constant re-evaluation fgoodl, another degree of complexity (good), a barrier to overspecialized
efficiency, a “fr;nge” where life is a/ways more abundantly diverse.

Universal liquidity is a barren sea.

Metricizing  the world is a bad idea.

PRO:
YOU ca” divide things  by ten.

BY STEVE BAER

LET’S NOT SWITCH
TO THE METRIC SYSTEM

The Decimal system and its sidekick, the Metric
system, are a smug pair. Ready to count or measure
anything in the universe, they appear almat bored
with the task. The world is filled with puzzles, contra-
dictions and irrational occurences.  Yet these two who
appear on such occasions refuse to share in the em-
barrassment. A little rounding off-- perhaps a new
symbol-- and they are on their way.

How does one go about registering a complaint about
their manners? Even bringing up such en idea could
lead to hours of patient explanation by matherrati-
cians and engineers:

And so on and so forth.

I em trying to learn how to reply. What is the matter
after all? How can you object to numbers or meters
or kilograms or degrees centigrade?

One problem is that the Metric sfstern is foreign. We
didn’t grow up with it. How could Americans ever
talk about a hot day being forty degrees or driving at
one hundred kilometers per hour. That’s not what we
say. And this is reason enough not to change. So what
if forty degrees centigrade is the same es 104°F. It
doesn’t sound the same. In fact it is actually somehow
just a little different.

Measurements are used in both descriptions and cal-
culations. Because the Metric system makes it easier
for people to do calculations is no reason for us to
throw out our old English system. Let those who
want to calculate, calculate. Let them solve their own
problems without persistantly destroying our very
language. A road sign reading in kilometers doesn’t
tell you any more than a road sign reading in miles.
Perhaps you could sympathize with the shift to the
Metric system if someone could lead you to an



enormous bureau where clerks were doing endless
calculations-- inches to miles, ounces  to tons. ‘f
you could see the victims of our outmoded English
system yw might finally relent. “Oh, all right-- I
see the suffering-- we’ll learn the ww system, we’ll
go along with ,JOU.”

Perhaps this was true in the pest-- people did suffer.
I suffered. It is hardly true today. Now we have the
pocket calwlators.  They are cheap; they work well;
they can ionwit anything to anything. You just press
a ww b u t t o n s .

There is absolutely no reason to bend for the con-
veniences of the engineers and the bureaucrats--
they don’t need our help. They have already helped
themselves. A!?y  effort on their pert to make us con-
vert is simply cruel and stupid. They only want their
stamp of rationality spread to where it has no busi-
ness. They want all of us to bow a little more deeply
to them.

You know where the English foot came from-- it is
the length of your boot. Maybe not exactly, but close.
And the inch-- it is the width of your thumb.

Where did the meter come from? It came from the
North Pole, before anyone had even visited the North
Pole. The meter was originally defined es 1/10.000.000
of the distance from the equator to the North Pole.

Let the astronomers and scientists have their Metric
system, but let’s protect our own English system.

Not only does the English system offer us nice hunks
of space and weight es basic units. it also exercises
different notions of divisions and symmetry. Two cups
to a pint. two pints to a quart, fouiquarts  to a gallon.
And then in weights, sixteen ounces to a pound. Here
is the binary system introduced to every school child
-- used for life by every citizen. It is beautiful--
splitting things in half and then in half again. The
Metric system, trotting along side the Decimal system,
avoids such an approach by burdening simple fractions
es l/16 with lengthy decimal equivalents.

Twelve inches in a foot. How interesting it is to deal
with twelve. How amenable it is to division compared
to ten. the base of the Decimal system. Look at
twelve’s divisors-- 2, 3,4. 6. What a generous dis-
position it has. We can be thankful that twelve and its
multiples-- 24 and 60--are holding on even in the
Metric system which continues to use the same calen-
dar and clock es the English system. But this may not
last the century. Already the Canadian Metric Arsocia-
tion recommends shifting to ?he Metric Day;

the chrona = i I10 day;
the centichrona = l/100 day;
end the rema = 11100 centichrona.

And then there is the argument of the indrustrialists.

The world needs common pert sizes. Bolts and nuts
should be the same the world over. The thread should
be cut on the same pattern. I am not sure this is true.
Why should a Belgian bolt fit a Canadian nut? If we
do grant the industrialists their common bolt sizes,
this stir1  shouldn’t threaten the English system. We
can afford to exchange our 112” bolts for 12 centi-
meter bolts.

The  greet shame is that as systems of measure extend
they cease to be simply measures. The become. in-
stead, recommendations for the sizes of things. Unfor-
tunately it taker a certain amount of nerve to make
something an odd size. to pay no attention to these
recommendations which reach us es a kind of back-
ground hum.

Le Corbusier realized the effect that measuring instru-
ments have on the sizes of things. Not to be beaten by
such an instinct, he sought to benefit from it by intro-
ducing his Modular--  a scale of measurement having
nothing whatsoever to do with the Metric system or
the English system. In Le Corbusier’s The Modular
and Modulor  2 he describes in greet detail his scale
based on the dimensions of the human body and
growing out into space not by multiples of ten or
twelve, or two or three, but by the divine proportion,

It-VT-

2

Rectangles made with their sides in the divine pro-
portion are especially pleasing. A scale of such dimen-
sions has the nice property that the sum of two con-
secutive intervals equals the next larger interval.
Einstein said of the Modular,  “It is a scale of propor-
tions which makes the bad difficult and tha good easy”.

1

I1.616034...L



This seems to me to be one of the roost enlightened
end sensible efforts that a man has ever made. Here
was someone really grapnling  with the promise of
mathematics and uniformity; someone not discouraged
by the fact that our number system seems almost to
resent stating his proportions-- for how clumsy en
expression V-VT or its decimal equivalent

z
1.618034. is. .Today the divine proportion can
appear among the keys of the pocket calculator along
with pi. The Modular divisions can be repeated on
tape measures es different colored lines. Let’s keep
the English system and add the Modular,  and then be
alert for still more useful measurements.

Let us beware of anyone trying to take the seven day
week away from us. Primes such es sheen are so un-
gainly it is a comfort to have seven at hand metering
out the days in a week. What a relief that the week
isn’t even; what P relief that it doesn’t have ten days!
We need variety.

WHO NEEDS
SYSTEMS OF MEASUREMENT?

Nature builds deltas, ciouds,  and mountain ranges all
without counting. There are birds, flowers, centipedes,
and yet we never find any numbers-- no sheets of
calculations.

Dead leaves. tail feathers, snake skins, but no calcula-
tions. We don’t dig into a mountair,  range searching
for the meter stick used in its construction. It isn’t
there. The parts themselves know what to do. The
rocks tumble et the bottom of a flooding river-- the
water evaporates into the air. As one thing follows its
pattern it sets other patterns.

Nothing balks. The whole world talks and works et
the same time.

Why is it that we need number systems. measuring
systems, calculators? Don’t you suppose the material
we use in establishing such systems resents this? Who
are we to place matter in such limbo?

Why make wood into a yardstick that only holds
paint marks in place? What a boring task-- what a
pompous thing to be occupied with. More and more
of the world is relegated to remembering and ordering.
Libraries full of cardboard, paper and ink; metal taken
out of the ground for statues and historic markers;
stone quarried from a mountain side to be chisled  into
ungainly shapes and patterns. Any time that measuring
and accounting can be forgotten and the materials
handled spontaneously. I’m sure nature is more com-
fortable. A foot is a foot-- why have a painted piece.
of wood repeating what is already said et the end of
your leg?

.
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BY JOHN TODD

The New Alchemy institute  was established in 1969
to explore scientifically strategies tba: might prwe
adaptive for humanity  in the future. This  was un-
doubtedly a large  perspective  for a tiny organization,
but in an age of compounded  crises  and patch-it-up
perspectives,  it was clear to us that some fundamental
and independent scientific thinking and investigations
were  going  to be required  and that the interfaces br-
tween science, politics  and society  were  of legitimate
concern  for scientists.

At the outset WC were acutely awax  that despite our
aggregate  training (mine was in such fields as agri-
culture, parasitology and tropical  medicine, ethology
and aluziic sciences)  WC were  not able in any con.
crete sense to design or comprehend the vital systems
of society  in their interconnectedness  and entirety.
We reasoned further  that without some kind of
wholistic comprehension there could  be no really
significant science fm the future. Piecemeal  thinking
had about run its course,  and an appropriate
alternative was rxeded.

For us the key to change  was linked to scale. If an
adaptive future meant working  with tangible  wholes
rather than abstractions,  then the scale  of OILI  scien-
tific inquiry should be much reduced, yet involve,
at the same time, the vital systems  which sustain
humanity.  We felt it imperative  to fuse science with
the practical,  scholarly and philosophic  realms. There
were  traditions to guide us, including  the Taoist  (in
China)and  Hermetic (in Europe),  which at one time
embraced  science.  In our own era cybwnetics  and
ecology  have  helped pave  the way for the fusion of
which I speak.

Over  the years we have adopted a number of scien-
tific guidelines which incorporate political, economic
and ecolog&d considerations.  Since  they are
relevant in any discussion  of the value of DUI  work,
I shall list them:



1. That N.A.I. begin  to design  and research
on a micro level  while  maintaining  a planetary  per-
spective and a concern  for linkages  between  levels  of
organization.  By micro level, we meant the lowest
functional  units of society, the individual, or small
group,  and tile elements  which sustain them. The
assumption was that larger  units  of organization  can
be no stronger  than the elements of which they are
comprised. and that the microcosm  can be knowable
in concrete terms, often representing  a tiny image  of
the larger world of which it is a part. It can,if  broad-
1y conceived, act as a model of organization.  This
perspective,  which is characteristic  of alchemical
philosophy in many ancient cultures,  inspired
““I name,

2. That N.A.!. emphasize food producing
and energy systems that do not require large amounts
of capital so that its fndings !:ould be widely
utilized by those without substantial  fiscal resources.
This would  also make its work useful, although  by no
means exclusive,  to third and fourth world coumries.

3. That N.A.I.  seek methods  by which a
gradual shift could be made from a hardware-intensive
society to an informati,onally  and biologically  ex-
tensive one. We suspect that the next major human
advance  may prove  to be the substitution ofstrategies
gleaned from nature  deriving their  primary  support
from natural  systems,  for present day predominantly
hardware  stra!egies requiring  high levels  of enagy :o
operate societies.  The integration  of these newly de-
signed natural systems may be assisted  by microcom-
puters and monitors which  utilize  minute amounts of
power  and, like humans,  act as control elements.  We
believe  that in societies organized  into micro units,
almost  all the food, shelter and internal climates,
power,  and even transport can be :ransformed to

biologically  and intormationally  derived support
elements. Since  it is more  difficult to make a comma-
dity out of living  entities  like an ecosystem, it seems
possible  that a future derived from this basis  will  be
more egalitarian 2nd considerate.

4. That in designing  for the future N.A.I.
emphasize  participatory  rwlutions which would be
capable of involving  large xgments  of society. We
made the awmption  that when the petroleum era
wanes that the traditional  ratio in whicu the great
majority of humanity  was involved in food raising
would reassert  itself. It has just been  with the oil
and gas based agriculture in the 20th century  that
it has been  possible for a majority to shift to urban
living.  Since  it seems likely at some future date
that much of the population  might llave  to return
to culturing most of their own foods, we decided  to
research methods of food culture on a family level,
which would be ecological  and relatively inexpen-
sive.  The physical  components would  involve
only part-time  lending and be suitable for siting
in such small  spaces as suburban  backyards. Further,
they would have  to be designed so as to be compre-
hensible and useful to large  numbers  of people.

5. That N.A.I. explore  bioregional
approaches  to the future that would augment the
more “universal”  approaches  outlined in I through
4. Towards this end, it would  establish small centers
or projects  in several countries and climates. In the
best of all possible  worlds  there shoutd  be B balance
between  the regional  and the global. Each bioregion
should  be physically and culturally unique, reflecting
a dialogue between society,  climate,  environment
and resources.  it seemed  to us that self-reliance,
price  and independence could  be restored  in many
regions if indigenous  approaches  to food production,
energy, shelter and manufacture  were  given  serious
intellectual and scientific concern. At its fleriglir;g
centers  the Institute  has begun  to identify  and study
bioregional  directions in several  areas  as diverse as
maritime  Canada and the lowland tropics of Costa
Rica.

6. That N.A.I. seek methods for incor-
porating in its designs renewab!e  energy  sources
and durable material in lieu of finite substances
and short-lived  materials. Conserver societies  will
be predicated  upon such shifts in energy production
and use of materials.

In summary  what we hoped to do wh research
methods for the fundamental  redesigning of the
vital systems  which  sustain human societies.  We
wanted to participate in creating  a body of know-
ledge that could  lead to the replacement  of the fuel
consuming  engines and the hardware of present
societies  with equivalent support processes  which
would be derived from living systems  coupled to
sensitive technologies  powered  by the wind and sun.
Nature  in this context is our primary  ally, the future
must be nothing  less  than a transformation  away
from hardware  intensive  and exploitive  societies
to ones that are informationally  rich, co-evolving  in
an intimate partnership with the !iving  world.



EXPERIMENTS

,~ I should like to outline briefly a number of our key
,‘experiments which are at present underway and

which reflect the above  approaches.

1. BACKYARD  FISH  FARM-GREENHOUSE

A number of years  ago we posed  a question  -namely,
,’ would it be possible  utilizing  ecological  principles,

internal food cycles, and renewable  energy  sources for
power,  to produce  the protein needs of a small  group
of people on a year-round  basis  in an approximately
93 x SO’  space? Theoretically, at least, such systems
might function  initially as micro  food gardens or
survival  tools. Ultimately they could point the way
to a new approach  to agriculture.  New  Alchemy’s
Backyard  Fish Farm-Greenhouses  are an outgrowth
of our attempts  to answer this question.

Basically the backyard  micro-farms  are semi-tropical
aquatic and terrestrial environments covered  by solar
trapping structures  which maintain and regulate year-
round growing  conditions  for fishes, vegetables  and
home fruits and grains.  The aquaculture component
is key to climate  control, as the large volume of
water prcvides heat storage for cold and sunless
periods. Within the ponds,  dense blooms  of algae
are cultured,  providing the feeds for herbivorous
fishes within. Tilapia,  a herbivore  from Africa,  has
been cultured  on internal food chains  to an edible
size  in as short a period as 3 months.  The white amur,

another  vegetarian fish prized  in China, have grown  to
over a foot in length in less than a year. Overall
productivity  is dependent  upon internal biopurifica-
tion. This  is carried  out in two small ecosystems
adjacent to the culture ponds.  We have  not sought
record  levels  of fish production;our  emphasis  to
date has been on the creation of healthy aquatic
ecosystems  which  are almost autonomous,  self-
regulating  and self-purifying, and which have in-
corporated into them a variety of food cycles, the
end points of which  are diverse  foods suitable for
immzz consumption.  These include  fishes and edible
ar+atiL plants such as water chestnuts. Rice has
been successfully  cultured  in small batches using pond
water. Production in shallow  18’ diame!er  dome-
covered  ponds  has exceeded 50 lbs.  per crop of tiiapia
which are cultured ertly during the summer  months.
White amur and mirror carp  are raised year-round in
the same system.

Adjacent  to and dependent  upon the aquaculture are
exTerimenta1 terrestrial growing  beds. During  summer
they contain tropical seed grain crops such as ama-
ranth,  vine  crops  such as sqwh, cucumbers, and
tomatoes,  and tropical fruits. During the winier,
traditional  temperate cliriate  foods sxh as spinach,
lettuce,  onions, pa&y and chard are grown.  Their
overall value  may i Xrx<I.--’  that of the fish. Pests upon
the plants  are cant ~olird  biologically; Anolis
carolinensis, a lizard, has been found an effective
predator for most insects. Biocides can not be used



*ithin these terrestrial capsules as they disrupt  the
internal cycles,  particularly  the aquatic.

Although the original  concept has been vindicated,
there is yet much to be learned. Our growing  strw-
tures are now ai a stage where they are justified  at
the family level.  Perhaps  in some parts of the world,
where food and water as well  as fuels are scarce,
adaptations  of these micro-farms  could prove
extremely  valuable.

2. THE MINIATURE  ARK

The miniature ark, a solar-heated  wind-powered  food-
growing  complex  was designed to study biologica!
concepts which we hope will  lead to highly prodw-
tive and economica!ly  valuable ecosystems  for the
raising of aquatic  foods. It has in addition a small
amount  of greenhouse capacity. The design was
inspired  by productive  ecosystems  in nature, in par-
ticular a river  in Java,  a Louisiana  estuary and a man-
grove  lagooa  in Florida. All three ecosystems  were
characterized by rapid  exchange  and flushing  rates of
water which  we felt were  key to their ability to SIX-
tain large  animal populations.  The river  had high
nutrient  levels  derived  from animal  and human sewage
and was capable of sustaining immense  populations  of
organisms  suitable for Ash feeds. The Javanese cage-
cultured 80.90,000  Ibs.  per acre of fishes annually in
the better  sections of the river.  Both the Louisiana
estuary and the Florida mangrove  lagoon  were  charac-
terized not so much by high internal productivity as
bv accumulations cf decaying  detritus  derived from
s&rounding terrestrial anh a<uatic  environments.
Because  of the influx of oxygenated  water from
outside.  large  numbers of fish and crustacea  were  able
to thrive in these zones  to feed directly on the abun-
dant detritus  and associated organisms.  In the absence
of flushing, decomposing  organic  matter lowers oxy-
gen to levels  intolerable to desirable fish and crustacea
species.

The miniature ark was designed to incorporate the
best bioenergetic  attributes of the tropical river,  es-
tuary and lagoon with respect to overall stability and
productivity.  Its aquaculture component  is a circular
“river” or closed loop,  with solar heated water,  high
nutrient  levels,  a rapid  flow with resulting  high ex-
change  rates, detritus,  organic  matter,  and supplemen-
tal components for culturing additional  feeds.

The flow is produced  by a windmill which pumps
water through the various subcomponents of the
loop. Sexral  high capacity  sailwing windmills have
been developed  by New Alchemy for water pumping
in third world  countries  and for aquaculture systems.
Presently the Institute  is attempting  to develop
pumps  equal  to the power  of the windmills.  It is
expected that, within a year, flow rates on the minia-
ture ark will  increase  four fold with a concurrent
rise in potential productivity.

Large  fish populations  arecultured  in the largest
pond of ‘he loop or cycle. Bio-purification takes
place, after the water has passed through the solar
heater,  ic five small  ecosystems. These variously

house  iaterial  filters comprised of shells, earthen
filters, open pools and “forests”  of aquatic plants
arranged  to induce alternating  carbon dioxide and
oxygen dominaring  pulses. The ability of the system
to purify water ladened with toxic fish wastes has
exceeded our most optimistic estimates.  Plants from
the bio-purification elements are fed to fishes
periodically. In this way the nutrients are con-
tinuously  recycled  within the system.

Although the aquaculture component of the minia-
ture ark is small it has worked well  and will  be the
model for larger  systems. The design  and early
workings  of the miniature ark and the backyard
fish farm-greenhouses  are described  in the iournal
of the New Al&.-mists,  Volume  Two.

3. SOLAR  PONDS
The recently conceived  solar pond concept is an
attempt to u;iliu: living systems so that they serve
simultaneously a number of critical functions  in
an integrated way. lo their design the emphasis
has been to have  biological  entities, in combination
with an appropriate  technology,  serve roles presently
played by machines  and fuels. The s&r ponds are
an attempt  to create suitable climates in living and
food growing  bioshelters while at the same time
they perform  r&s  aquaculture ecosystems. As such
they are an example  of guideline  3.
The solar ponds are translucent cylinders  of water
placed above  the ground into which light can enter
from the top and all sides. Their walls  and tops are
built from a Kahvvall fiberglass material which  per-
mits a high percentage  of avai!able  light to enter.
Solar ponds act ;a both effecwe  soiar collectors
and heat storage units. The planktonic algae  absorb
the sun’s  energy  in much the same .:ay as the black
absorber  surfaces of the plate collectors  which are
manufactured  for houses  and buildings. Within the
ponds the energy from the sun is transformed by the
plants into heat and plalrt growth. The water
medium within ,which  they exist is an appropriate
storage  material.  A covered  solar pond 5’ high by
5’ in diameter  heats rapidly when the sw shines
brightly.  During the warmer  months partial shading
and venting is required even when they are outside.

In New  Alchemy’s  “Ark for Prince Edward  Island,”
which  is a solar-heated  and wind-powered  biashelter
encompassing  a house,  laboratory,  greenhouse  and
aquaculture facility,  there will  be forty solar  ponds.
These will  contribute  considerably to maintaining
living and growing  climates year round, as well as
providing  the backbone of the aquaculture systems.
The Solsearcb architects  who are working  with US
on the structure predict that the ark will  be able to
function  in the Csnadian roaritimes if the sun does
not shine for a month. The complex will  be one of
Canada’s contribution  to the U.N. Human  Settle-
ments year.

The solar ponds  represent a new approach to warm
water fish culture. Bew~se  of their phenomenal
light-receiving  ability, algae  production on a per
unit volume basis  is some ten ln-ocs  greater  than in



The  Mini-Ark,  r? closed-loop weam.  AI right. the s&r  waler  hexer. %reg~~szd,  rke bio-
pu,iJimion unif md supplemental food sub-ecosystem. To rke left, the polycu,n,re  fish  pond
and rerresrrioi  plonr greenhouse. Tke soilwing  ivindmifl  kos a reciprocoiing  rod leoding  down-
word fo a wooden box pump (which  outperjorms and ourlasts  commercial phric  pumps]. The
windmill  liJts  rke wfer in the “srreom”  fo ifs highest  point.

our other aquaculture systems.  Consequently, transparent  walls  and lids sitting outside in an ex-
proportionately  larger  grazing populations  of tiiapia posed position.  Within these ponds we are culturing
are presently being cultured in them. Within the Israeli  carp and silver  and bighead  carps from China.
ponds,  we are experimenting with passive  vs. active Already they have  had to face howling  winds and
bio-purification strateg&s. The “active” solar  pond temperatuxs  of 2o F. Water temperatures within
uses a small 5 watt air pump to turn over  water have  not dipped  below 400 F., and as soon  as the
within bacterial filters on the bottom of the pond. sun began to shine they started to heat up. Quite
This  has resulted in extraordinarily dense algae amazing.  Right now we are building  a mylar coated
blooms.The “passive”  solar  pond seems to be able windbreak-reilecior to optimize their solar trapping
to function  effectively as well  by relyine upon the ability. With rnnre study zr?d ref&rr?e!?t  t... _____hP <Oil,
movements of the fishes to affect bactehal-algae panels may prove to be one of N.A.I.‘s  most valuable
nutrient  recycling.  Both so&r  ponds have an ex- contributions  to the vexing problems  of heating and
ceptional ability to take up and eliminate  toxic food production.
ammonia.

4. THE CAPE  COD ARK

Since  this is our first season  working with solar We intend to find out whether  well-designed bio-
ponds  it would be premature  to judge their worth shelters  csn be developed that will  produce  foods
as solar heaters and fish culture  ecosystems.  How- in such abundance  to be economically viable,
ever this winter we have two solar  ponds with double paying for themselves  and providing  a living income



The Cape Cod ark. a solar-heated,  wind-powered
greenhouse  and aquaculture  siiuctuw,  was designed
in collaborxt;on with Sols%trc!:  architects  to rxplore
the micro-economic  basis of the bioshelter concept.
It is to be built in 1976 if enough  support  for the
project  can be found. A small  model, 25’ by 15’ in
size, !hx already been  built to test a number  oi
concepts  and materials. These  incl!ldc  tie insulating
and heat-trapping propertics  of the potsn!ially val-
uablr scib~r  membr:~-le  invented by Jrsn Wellesleg-
Mi!!er  2nd Dav Chaioudi of the Solar Lab at M.I.T.
Tie model  ark is the tirst tesi of the membrane
within a growing  structure. It is suspended in three
layers under  the south-f&ing Fiberglass  wail.  The
membrane  may he an effective  alternative to costly,
difficult IO manage shutter systems in solar heated
glowing  structures.

If should  be emplrasized that the Cape  Cod ark is a
first attempt  to design  and build a commerci:.l-size
growing  structure incorporating the principles de.
scribed earlicr in this letter. Much  biological  and bio,
cngineeri~:g  :e:eucii  will  ae i;;volvcd, including the
walu:ition 01 crops mosi  suitahir m conditions
within. biological  controls  fur pests and disease.  and
internal climate regulation.  We are optimistic  that
such arks eventually will prove  an important alterna-
tive to iood scarcities when cheap fuels  wane, but
we are :aware  of the amoun: of work required to
realize  their potential. We also feel an obligation to
design them 50 that they are not dependent  upon
experts  and can be widely deployed  through society.

5. AN ARK FOR PRINCE  EDWARD  ISLAND

The Canadian ark is a complete system for living,
research and food production  which is autonomous
and self-contained.  It uses the sw and the wind to
create housing  and growing  climates under the
rigorous  climatic conditions  of Prince  Edward  Island
in the Gulf of St. lawrence.  Presently  unier  constrw-
tion. it is New .4lchemy’s first attempt  to test the fea.
sibility for future living structures which are not con-
tinuous energy drains on society. They would be
long-lived  structures that generate  their own power,
u!ilize their own wastes and provide food and even
commercial  crops for their inhabitants.  Through the
ark we are trying to evolve  bioshelters  which  are, in
many respects.  miniature worlds  and will through the ”
tending of them teach their inhabitants how the
larger world works.  An earth ethic may well have, .~
to begin where we live. If this is so, ox houses
should emulate the workir.gs of nature.

A brief description  of the a:k for Prince Edward
Island appears in the third Journal of the New
Alchemists.  The artist’s illustration shows what
it will  look like when viewed from the sea to the
south. What makes the ark unique, apart  from its
self-sufficiency, is the careful integration and the
iinkages between  components  which have  nk;t been
connected traditionally.  The greenhouse  element,
the solar ponds and the soiar  collectors,  for example,
a!! cap  2nd s:o:e t!:e sm’s kst in severz!  subsystems
which, in turn, will  be used for a diversity of vital
functions.  The 25kw  wind-driven  power  plant will
piwide t!w electricity  for control functions  and for
air and water circulation. During critical periods in
winter, its electricity  will  be degraded  to provide
heat to wbelements  that require  it. The ark will  be
very much  like an organism,  with the structure
acting  as the exoskeleton.  We shall study the various



interrelationships  between  such external inputs as
sun, wind, length of day and temperatures,  and
internal  biochemical,  biological, climatic and storage
variables. The emphasis will  be on discovering  the
most appropriate ways of regulating the overall  sys-
tem and of optimizing on a sustained basis food
production  within.

During a period in history when, in temperate  coun-
tries, fuel for heating and for food growing, transport
and storage  are rapidly  consuming  a high percentage
of the world’s finite energy sources, arks may repre-
sent a key step in integrating existing knowledge with
indigenous, smaller scale approaches  to the future.

6. HYDROWiND*  - AN ADVANCED  WIND-
DRIVEN  POWER  PLANT

For many organizations  a challenge  may occasionally
arise which  seems  sufficiently  important that a change
in course  may be advised  in order to meet it. On
Prince Edward  Island we have  been  confronted with
just such a challenge. The Island  province was
p!anning  to take part in a large nuclear  project, but
indicated to us that there was still  time for other
alternatives to be seriously  considered.  We proposed
informa!!;,  to !he Premier and some  of his cabinet
and staff that a non-nuclear  future might prove the
wisest cou~se  both socially and economically.
N.A.I.  is opposed  universally to nuclear  power genera-
tion. In the case of Prince Edward  island, we recom-
mended a gradual shift to a coal-wind-solar  energy
future. The wind is a renewable and plentiful island
resource  and coal is readily available  in Nova Scotia.**
With about 2,000  hours of bright sun annually, the
Island could well  integrate supplemental  hating  into
Its buildings  and crop driers, thereby reducing its fuel
and electricity  needs. Unfortunately,  our arguments
were weakened  by the fact that there was no commer-

cially available electricity-producing  windmill either
large  enough or suitable for determining  the efticacy
of wind as a supplemental  power souxe.  In order to
keep alive  the ideal  of a non-nuclear  future, the
Institute, with promised  support  from the Canadian
Government,  brought together a team of eugineers
(Merrill Hall  and Vince  Dempsey)  to develop a New

,’ Alchemy windplant. Several  design  criteria were
drawn  up for it:

1. That it be rugged enough  to withstand
fierce winds and salt spray along the Island’s  coast;

2. That it have the potential to be scaled
upwards  in size to 1OOkw systems and 1a:ger;

3. That the first plant produce  enough
electricity  to power  readily a sizable farm or the
ark (a 25kw  mill size was chosen);

4. That the design permit it to be ultimately
manufactured  and assembled  on the island;

5. ‘That its economic  future look promising.

The resulting design was the HYDROWIND  windmill
electric  power  system. It represents  a break from
orthodox  windmill technology.  A prototype  is now
under  construction,  to be tested on Cape Cod. The
HYDROWIND  uses hydraulics for power  transfer,
taking advantage  of substantiai improwurnis  in by-
draulics in recent years, where power  transfer efficien-
cies are now higher  than 90%.  The New Alchemy
system transfers  power  via hydraulic pumps  from
the blades to a hydraulic  engine on the ground, at
which point it is transformed  into electricity.  There
are a number  of advantages  to be gained,  including
increased ruggedness,  smaller towers  and top gear,
potentially  better  air shapes due to having generators
on the ground, hydraulic  tuning of the blade pitch
and opportunities  for a scaling of size. Perhaps  most
important,  inherent in the design  is the ability to
couple  a number of windmills  into the same power
plant and operate a single generator.

The first HYDROWIND  power plant on Prince
Edward Island will  be comprised  of four 20’  blade
diameter windmills  linked together. The blade de-
sign is new, involving  an integral cole tension system
and a light-weight  aluminum skin.

The power plant will be connected to the aik and also
to the Island’s power  network.  We feel it will  be
valuable to test the mill on the grid in order to es-
tablish the feasibility  of having windplants contribute
to existing networks.  It is our hope  that an active de.
bate will  arise, an the island and elsewhere,  as a result
of the ark system which will  produce  more  power
thar, it needs and sell  the extra power  to the utility.

7. RELATED  STUDIES

There are a number of other studies  and projects
within the Institute  including the culture of insect
!zrvae  as supplemental  fish feeds, diet studies on
fishes, the evaluation of plants  and animals  from
around the world for use in bioshelter food chains,
tree crops and food drying and preserving.  Efforts
are being made to learn more about biological
methods for increasing  soil  fertility  and managing



crops.  Most of these studies  are related and rellect a
desire on the part of the staff to find more apt meth-
ods of managing  living  resources  on a small  scale. Cen-
tral to our efforts is the testinp of crop varieliss for
insect  resistance  and suitabilit), to various clima;es.

8. DISSEMINATION  OF iNFORMATION

The Institute  is unususl  as a scientific and informa-
tion gathering  organization in that it publishes most
of its materials  in a form directly usable  by the public.
We have bypassed  the usual course  of allowinginfor-
mation to circulate  through scholarly journals before
passing slowly outward through  various extension
agencies to the public,  in the main because of our
feeling of the urgency  of the work at a time when the
future seems almost at hand. We are also interested
in direct feedback  from those utilizing  concepts dr-
veloped  at the 1ns:itute.  The fact that we communi-
cate purposefully and directly  with the public has
caused  resentment amongst  some of our scientific
peers, peThaps in part because we are trying to make
the search  for useful knowledge  less sacrosanct,  and
in part because we are not usually involved in elabo-
rate peer review  processes that normally affect pub-
lications,  invitations to conferences,  promotions,
grants  and tenure. We do not bold,however,  that
scientific publishing  is in any way invalid. On the
contrary, without it much of our work  would  be
severely  hampered.



,’ The New Alchemy  Institute has become involved in a
,‘:’ dialogue  with staff members from a variety  of field
;~ ‘~ organizations including OXFAM, The Intermediate
Technology Croup  in Britain, Save The Children
Fund, V.I.T.A.,  Church World  Service,  Rural Develop-
‘, ment Fund,  Brace  Research Institute, and a number

of less  well-known organizations  and communities
throughout  Canada and the U.S. We expect this
list will increase as we gather  more  useful informa-
tion. At the present, lack of funds and staff have

: ,limited our outreach  efforts,  but N.A.I. Costa Rica,
under the small grant, works directly  with farms on
a study of native crop?.

The Institute  publishes  an annual Journal which is a
compendium of work that has been tested,  along with
scientific and social  articles. In some of the writings
there are attempts to grasp the larger picture  and to
see ourselves  and others  within the framework of the
times. We plan each issue of the Journal to have  a
long period of usefulness. In the past, five thousand
copies  of each Journal  have  been printed and all but
a few copies have been either sold or sent to Institute
members. Requests for them comes  from all parts  of
the world. (See  page 167.)

New Alchemy  has also cooperated with 2 number of
publications and film makers  in explaining  the work.
The National  Film Board of Canada has produced  a
film entitled “The New Alchemists”  and has hired
several people to show it to audiences  throughout
Canada.  It is being distributed  in many countries,
including the U.S.

9. ORGANIZATION

While  the Institute  has a formal structure and a board
of directors,  decisions  are made by all its staff
members  at a weekly meeting. It is well  organized
internally.  Each staff member is expected to explain
and coordinate his or her activities  with others
effectively,  to optimize use of time, talent  and money.
Our growth has been purposefully slow mainly be-
cause we desire first to know well  all new staff mem-
bers. Several  of us began collaboration as friends be-
fore the Institute  was formed in the mid-sixties.

From the outset we did not wish New  Alchemy to be
dominated  by scientists, though we were primarily a
scientific organization. We wanted  the institute to
reflect a balance between scientists  and technical
people, administrators,  humanists and generalists.
The sexes  are balanced, and at the present  such essen-
tial areas as publications,  office management,  agri-
cultural research and garden  studies  are headed by
women. Aboilt  one fourth of the staff have Ph.D.‘s
and everybody is skilled in one or sweral aspects of



the organization.  Mutual interdependence is
stressed not only in decision making  but in the salary
policy.  In 1975,  we adopted a single  salary policy
($9,000  peiyear  plus child allowance)  for permanent
members.  Several of the younger and newer people
do not receive this pay but are assisted  with subsis-
tence incomes, food and lodging until salaries  can be
found. They have proven themselves genuine assets
to the organization.

New Alchemy’s  main center  on Cape Cod has a staff
of sixteen and several volunteers.  mere are also under
contract with N.A.I. two full-time architects  and one
full-time member  of the windmill  group. Tie remain-
ing four windmill people and several  energy  and
materials experts assist  on a part-time  consulting
basis.  ‘The architects and the windmill people are
suppouted  by New Alchemy  in Canada. Partial
salaries  for a number of the full-time staff have  come
from the Canadian  center  as well.

IC. SOURCES  OF SUPPORT  AND  BUDGETS

In the U.S., N.A.I. is supported by individuals and
priwte foundations.  There are presently  2;OOO
associate members  of New Alchemy,each  contribut-
ing $25 or mope  annually to assist  us financially.  In
return they receive  the annual  Journal. Our long-
range plan is to seek an increasing amount of help
through members, but it is not yet clear whether or
not this is a realistic  aim.

Over  the past few years, a number of private foun-
dations have contributed  grants, usually on a one-
time basis. Without  their support we should  not
have survived. Included  among  them are: the Stern
Family Fund,  the Rodale Soil and Health Founda-
tion, POINT  Foundation,  LARAS,  Septimus II, Hay-
market Foundation, Jessie  Smith Noyes  Foundation,
Rockefeller Brothers  Fund and the ARCA  Founda-
tian. Grants have ranged in size from $2,000  to
$50,000.  As yet we have  neither a long-range  com-
mitment  from any foundation,  nor an endowment.
Only the Advanced  Concepts  Center  of Environment
Canada has discussed with us the possibility  of long
range  support for biological  research on the Ark for
Prince  Edward  Island.

WHAT  WE WOULD  DO WITH  MORE  SUPPORT

Our continued  survival and strength as an organiza-
tion depends upon all of the staff receiving modest
but livable  salaries, and our continuing to have  enough
to rent and maintain the center’s Cape  Cod lands and
facilities. For this reason,  general Institute support
is integral to our effectiveness  and is considered  our
first priority.  Beyond this there are several  distinct
areas  in which we need help.

The Journal  of the New  Alchemists

The publishing, printing and distribution of the
Journal cos:s in the neighbourhood of $23,000
annually. With grant  support it could be distributed
more widely 2nd at lower cost. It will remain our
major medium of communication.

Library

N.A.1 leas a small  but useful library. We have per-
mission to use the Marine  Biological Laboratory and
the Harvard libraries. We require several  thousand
dollars  for inclusion in our library of the best stand-
ard references  and texts in fields we consider  part of
our domain.

New Staff

Should our operating  expenses  be met and our
facilities completed over the next few years,  we
should consider increasing  the staff by one or two
people.  Positions  being talked about are: i. a full-
time electrical  and mechanical person  for repairing
and upgrading  physical  components;  ii. a competent
terrestrial ecologist  who might be available  on
sabbatical; iii. a replacement for one of our people
so he or she could take some aspect  of our work
directly into an existing  community.  No new staff
wili  be considered  until the financial picture  of the
institute  is stabilized  and improved.

THE FUTURE

I should like to end by emphasizing that the various
systems briefly chronicled here represent  concepts
in embryo.  They are not end points, but new
beginnings.  They may seem simplistic,  even quixotic
upon first reading, as in some respects  they are, but
to see them only in this light might be akin to judging
the worth of modern physics from a painting of New-
ton’s laboratory.  Within the next few decades  many
of these ideas will  mature,  particularly if the impetus
can be maintained and others share some of the per-
spectives  presented  here. Several years ago I suggest-
ed that modern societies  by nature would  be in oppo-
sition to utilizing  small scale, wholistically derived
biotechnologies in designing  communities of the
future. At that time it was necessary  to justify our
research  on the grounds  that it behooves  a mature
society  to explore diverse strategies  for the future
simultaneously  so that when decisions  are in order
there are a variety  of options to select from. This
perspective,  while central to our thinking, has been
transcended recently by a growing  awareness that
new strategies  for the future  are required  imme-
diately and urgently. In part this realization  is
arising out of a waning confidence  in the at~‘lity of
science and technology to salvage  an industxdized
growth-oriented society in an ultimately  finite world.
It is becoming apparent that a science of steady states
is need& to prepare us for the future. it will  be
different  from the one we now know, having been
created within a framework  of ethical and moral
considerations. There is emerging  a widespread
interest  in building  a future in which the majority  of
people  are participa**ts  rather than spectators. New
Alchemy’s  long-range survival as a viable  and effec-
tive organization will  depend in a large  measure  upon
many peole finding meeai%g  in more  tentative,  sn;a!!-
scale approaches  to the future  of humanity.  .



,/‘
September  ‘1

After 20 hours on various aircrafr, we land on Prince Edward
,s,aod  (P.E.,.  as the Canadians call  it) and are informed only
then :hat it will be a 2-l/2 hour bus ride to the airport where
we were suppced to land. We hope the New Alchemists
know that. They don’t; when we get toChadoitetown  air-
port there isn’t anyone there to meet us and it‘s getting dark.
Blowing up rain too. And we haven’t had anything to eat all
day because the several airline schedules neatly avoided the
necessity of feeding us. We don’t have a phone number for
the Ark either. We trudge out to the road and commence
hitchhiking in what we hope is the proper direction, but
nobody is biting at night. We’re just about to set up camp
in a weedfield  at the edge of the runway when a car stops.
Old man going home from work. He hasn‘t heard of the
Ark, but be says he’ll take us to it, about GO miles, for
$15.00. “Sold,” we say, and we’re off after picking up his
wife for the ride.

At Sauris,  the Ark’s maiiblg  address, we ask some  teenage
boys where it is. They’ve  heard of it, but suppose the
police woutd have exact directions. Kathl  tries the Mountie
barracks and gets directions from a Mountie  who has been
there and who is very impressed by the place. We enter a
15.mile maze of back country roads at midnight. Oilr driver
is disgruntled by the complications. We have to ask directions
again but tinally spot lights that just have to be the Ark, and
we’re there at last.  But the place is locked up. Nobody
answers our  beating on the door. We pay our driver and be
takes off leaving us standing there disconsolately in the rain.
We jimmy a window and throw our stuff in aior.g  with our-
selves and creep upstairs amidst an astounding array  of
pipes, tanks, ladders, scaffolds, plastic panels, wiring, wet





September 15

Things are now as mutine 3s they are likely 10 be. Everyone
is doing their specialty. I‘m nut making fishtank  covers
anymore. They didn’t fit,  embarrassingly enough for mc,
because  the unevenness of the floor made the tanks sit
oval instead of round. Higher priority is t” get a,, the tanks
instailcd and tilled, a,, 32 of !bem. I cammence wurking an
that and start  a sideline “f “ntang,ing  the undisciplined
450 lb. crate of grecnbouse  vent window “peeing devices
that arrived witbuut  instxxtions  for installation. lnstallirg
the mecixmismr requires me t” work wifh s”me of the local
pipcfittcrs  and electricians,  which I have been looking for-
ward t”. They’ve been watching us 1” see ifwe work. When
we do, they are more familiar. I kneel to suck on a hose to
start  a siphon into a fishtank. “Hey  fhae, when you’ve
done with that one, I have another up here for y”“.”  calis
a lad master carpenter. On-the-job humor is the same
everywhere i think.

The Hydrowind  w”n’t start  in cuxiderable  breezes ard
there is a lot of discussian as t” why. The ~“n~ensus  is
that Vince didn‘t want any disasters and s” set the blade
angle of attack too mmscratively.  He is preparing to make
s”me adjustmsntr.  John says,  “1 want  that thing roaring
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CANADIAN PRlME MINISrER

PIERRE ELLIOT TRUDEAU

AT THE OPENlNG  OF

THE NEW  ALCHEMIST  ARK
AT SPRY  POINT.  PRINCE  EDWARD  ISLAND

“Distinguished  guests, ladies  and gentlemen. Those
whu xc conccr~~ed  about the future of mankind  are
Ihaunted  by three questions: will  there be enough
tod, will  we have  enough  energy.  and can we
produce  bolii without  destroying the environment;
without making  the earth a place  which  is not good
to live upon? The Ark -.~ which l have the pleasure  of
declaring  officially upen this morning the Ark is
answering “Yes!”  to those three questions. And that
is why I consider  i! 3 very exciting  moment.

“Sony of !a in our jobs are trying to answer the ques-
!ions of today and tomonnv,  arid very often,  we find
that the urgent Ls replacing  the essential.  Well,  the
essential is being talked  about here, worked  on here,
and that ii why I bslieve  there is a sense  ofexcite-
fiwit that is s!~arrd  by a!1 those who are here today,
all those who know about this work. The indian
Chief Seattle used to say that “whatever befalls  the
earth will  befall the sons of the earth.”  And w!ut is
befalling  the earth is known to all of us-the high
techniques, the high mechanistic  civilization  which
we have developed  has produced  great abundance,
great affluence,  but it is also destroying the earth
destroying the rivers  and the streams, fouling the air
and the land, destroying  the landscape.  and even  the
mighty oceans are endangered. And as we know,
when the oceans arc  dead, the planet will be dead.

“On those questions-the  questions of how to build
our techniques intoa technology; how to insure that
the machines  we have created -those wonderful
machines; each onein itself, whether it be an auto-
mobile, helicopter,a  modern  house  01 a ship, or a

petroieun-burning  mxhine all these things are
great creations  of the humari brain. But we have not
yet, as mankind, built a philosophy of those machines~
And this is what is being done here in a practical  way.
As Dr. Todd reminded  us, there is perhaps no more
natural place  to be doing  that than Prince  Edward
Island ~-~ where  agriculture, where fisheries  are so
importzmt  to the livelihood  of the people;  where a
sense  of community prevails, and particularly,  an
island which has proven  receptive  to new ideas.

“Slore  than one hundred years ago, tbs idea of con-
Cederation  was developed  here, and now I like to
think that this island, which  has shown hospitality
to this political idea which  created Canada,  is now
providing  hospitality to a new commitment:  a com-
mitment  that environmentalists  refer to -and I think
it’s a beautiful phrase-as  “living lightly on the
earth.”  I like to think that Prince Edward island,
the experience of the Ark,  and a!l  those connected
with it, will  be at the birth of this new commitment,
of the new philosophy which  we will be able then to
call  a technology.

“I want to express my appreciation for having been
invited here. I want to thank all those who are
associated  with the project: the Federal Department
of the Environmenr,  the Federal Department of
Urban  Affairs, the government of Prince  Edward
Island which has cooperated  in so many ways, but
especially  Dr. Todd and all those who are working
with him here. 1 think this is a very important
moment  in the history  of our country,  and I am
very happy to be associated with it.” q





Ecotopia

lc?CI and lk” oe

Seriatim
,JO”‘“.l  of EcotoDi;.i
$9 iyear lq”ar:erlYi
$2.50 single iewe



Either way, the sorr  of behavior thus  book is pushing
is parf of it is pair of the ~w;despread d;srrust  of
the “besr”rece,,t  efforts of our insrirnri”.ns.  As die
ship of s:afe churns gloriously  “ii, c~rew  members, no
/ong,cr  even borhering  f” ii?sult  the officers or jimmy
the powerplant,  are letting down boats  a? r:igOt

The ship, fo ifs credit, lets them. And some of the
officers listen cioseiy for reporfs from the Ooats  that
survive and transmir ” How you boat people hold!ng
up?“’ “We/!, if’s rough  but in teresring.  We’re n”:
ashamed any more. ” “YOU got room for company?”
“Maybe, but why don’t you see if you can do it
where you are?”

For ~8 change the country is r!“f at wai “r in a depres-
sion. This is it, the Peace in Our Time that we fought
for. The expectable cynic&m  and despair are indeed
edeery~tiere,  but so is somerhiag  else. You migh:  ca//

it ref;nemen:.  I cal. ,i atrenrion 1” deta i l .  Manriy  call
it a waste of time. ’

! f is d form of caring. Cx+ag t” do rhiqs we/l-  which
of@,,  means  doing it yoc~rseii. Caring for friends.
neighborhood, people who can use help. and other
organisms. E. F. Schumacher, .resf  h;s soul,  cnrnmented
thar as the dom;nanr  species in our ecology we owe a
~iol~lesse  oblige fo the rest That’s accurate, i think,
and people who are doing ;t find they enjoy it. Also
it makes them humble.

!‘m conv;nced that n” one should ever try fo insp,re
anyon?  eke. It does,,9 work anyway, and the
opposite does. Soft Tech goes astray when it tries
to proselyt;ze. /t’s nor a rel;g;on  hut a practice,
and as such if is easily imitated when it goes well.
Andan imitator, who can /;ave  his or her own ideas,
is a far health& creafure to have in the world than
a Convert.

Marsha/l McLuhan’s  best i;ne, I believe, Cr his remark
somewhere that knowledge does “of change behavior
- experience does. This book is merely knowledge.
Perhaps useful if you’re doing something with !:,
worrhless  if you’re  I:“<.
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Business WY

Thanks to a generous and efficient arrangement with
Penguin, these CoEvolutio”  Books are helping keep
us q&g. T’le deal is, Penguin buys finished books
fro..,,  us at 25% of coverprice ($1.25 each for this
$5 bock) in ordcm of 15,OOi copies or more. They’re
buying30,OOOcopies  of the firstprinting of Soft Tech
(for $37,500) to distribute in the U.S., Canada, and
England, We’re printing an additional 3,000 for direct
mailorder sale from us.

The $5 you pay for Soft Tech at a bookstore goes in
the following directions:

$240 to the bookstore

1.35 to Viking-Penguin

M to us (0. 73 is prof;tJ

$5 00

We’re enabled to produce this dense a book this
cheaply by virtue of the on-going accumulation of
goodstuff for l-he CoEvolution  Qucrterly. The CO

,’ does not make money (usual/y it losesl, but the books
do make a l&/e, so it balances out.

‘,’ The first CoEvo/otion  Book Space Colonies ($5) is
doing splendidly - 37,000 copies in print, with a

third updating and printing coming soon. This
summer (July ‘781 we’ll see the third CoE volu tion
book, P?ter Warshall’s Watersheds ($61, which is

,,mostly  all-new material. some of it derived from
~ Peter’s much-praised Watershed Issue of the CCl

Dovun the line, into 7979, we’re scheming l! Treelife
-half of it newmaterial,  and21  Good Stories -
mostly reprint, as this book is. Our map Biogeo-
graphical Provinces of the World ($3J is such a steady
se//w that we’ve done a 1978 update and second
printing (6,000 now in printl. Joining it this sommer
will be a computer-photo-map poster “1.000.000
Galaxies” (price not yet determined/.

A// the green gaes into and comes out of the same
purse - POINT, a non-profit educational foundation.
Once upon a time POINTmade over a million bucks
from the Whole Earth Catalog and gave it away (to
people like the New Alchemistsl.

Since those windfall monopoly days we’ve been
joined by consi@rable and lively competition.

: And glad of it.

-SB

Editor6  J. 8aldwin.  stewart  Brand

Office  mnagsi  Andrea  Sharp
Asrirtsnt  Editor *me Herbert

assign  Edit.,, Randall Goodall
Typeretting  EWl””  Eldridge

Production Manager  swan Goodrick
Production  Kathleen  oweill, Andrew  M a i n ,  Carol

Kramer, oiana Fairbanks.  Don wan

index  Sara  Betty eerenson
Research  Patty Phelan.  masame  Kramei

,li”Strations  DO” Ryan, Card Kramer, R .  Crumb,
Philip Garner

cover S.N. our&

SOFT TECH
production and manufacture costs

New cc.ntrib”tars $ 1,000
Staff 7,000
supplies 300
,nd.% 860
FTin*ing  133,000

copied 27,860
TOTAL $37.000
“nit cost  ,33,000

COpieS) $1.12

By the way, this book is dedicated.

With affection to Marlon Brando
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Whole Earth Truck  Store
558 Santa Crur  Ave.
Menlo Park. CA 94025
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SOFT TECH

“Lomeworkr”  woodburning  news..
Malcolm Wells’““‘iergro”“darchitect”re.

176 pager 55

SPACE COLONIES
The best of CoEVOLUTION’s  popular
space issue9 (Fall ‘75 and spring  ‘76,
bath O”t of print), and 32 pages of new
mate,ia,:  da1 sai!i”g  and the space
Colony research group by Eric orexier;
California  GO”.  ,erry Brown’s  state
“Space Day”; MIT3 working  r”‘lSI
driver;  new intewiews With Astronaut
Rusrell  Schweickart  and space COhY
designer  Gerard  O’Ndl

,ncluder”There  Ain’t No Graceful Wa,‘”
- Schweickart’s “““arniihed  inside
account oftoilettime  Outside gravity.

WHOLE  EARTH CATALOG

winner  of the 1972
National  Book Award:
evaluation and access
device  for book5  and tooh,
updated  in a,, the arigid
Whole Earth categories:
Whole  systems; com-
munity; Shelter; Craft;
Nomadicr; Communication;
Land Use;  and Learning.

448 PageP - $8

WHOLE EARTH EPILOG

Box 428, Sausalito,  CA94965

Name -

Address

q SOFT TECH Book - $5

%
SPACE COLONIES Book - $5
WATERSHEDS Book- $6

), ,978 WORLD BIOGEO-
GRAPHlCAL MAP - $3

q updated WHOLE EARTH
CYTALOG  - $8

q WhOLE  EARTH EPlLOG  - 64
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